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Abstract
This technical report concerns the development of a probabilistic Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) language model for speech recognition
tasks. We have developed methods t o quickly annotate a medium-sized carpus of sentences and extract high quality CDGs. We have also evaluated
the quality of these grammars. Using the corpus of CDG parses, we have
constructed and evaluated a language model that incorporates syntactically
a.nd semantically enriched Part-of-Speech (POS) tags. The N-gram language model based on the enriched tags improves the perplexity and word
error rate on the test corpus compared to a standard word-based N-gram
language model and an N-gram POS-based language model on our corpus.
Future work focuses on developing a probabilistic CDG language model that
incrementally builds up a hidden dependency parse structure that uses syntactic and lexical constraints. Partial parse information will be used as
the history of a word t o enable the use of long-distance dependency information for word prediction. The model will tightly integrate tagging with
parsing, and utilize dependency constraints, subcategorization/expect;ztion
constraints, and lexical features of words t o generate parse structures. The
rriodel will search the parse space in a left-bright bottom-up mannter so
that it can be integrated directly with a speech recognizer. Additionally,
distance measure and punctuation information will be investigated t o refine
the modeling of dependency structures.
Keywords: Constraint Dependency Grammar, Grammar Induction, Language Modeling, Statistical Parsing
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1. INTRODUCTION
Language Modeling is the attempt to capture regularities of natural language
for the purpose of improving the performance of various natural 1,anguage applications, such as speech recognition (where language modeling got its start [I]1, machine
translation, document classification and routing, optical character recognition, and
infc~rmationretrieval. Statistical Language Modeling (SLM) is a language modeling
technique that employs statistical estimation techniques using language training data,
i.e., the text (or transcribed speech) to obtain the probability distributions of various
linguistic units, such as words, sentences, and whole documents. A statistical language model is typically a probability distribution P ( W ) over all possible sentences

W.
ILanguage models can be coupled tightly into speech recognition systems. The
traditional strategy to integrate language models into a speech recognizer is to incorporate simple statistical approaches such as N-grams with the Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) at the level of sub-word unit acoustic modeling. Recent r e s e ; ~ c hefforts have
highlighted the methodology of loosely integrating more complex language models at
the ba,ck-end of a speech recognizer, i.e., using language models to re-score acoustic
hypotheses [2,31.
The research work presented and proposed in this document follows this trend.
We will investigate the performance of a speech recognition system integrated with
language models representing syntactic, semantic, and domain knowledge, and systematically explore the efficacy of a statistical dependency grammar language model
inco~*porating
this type of information. There are three critical quevtions that this
work will address:
1. What kinds of syntactic, semantic, and domain knowledge should be included

in the post-processing language models? How can we learn that information
automatically and efficiently from annotated corpora?

2. Will an "almost parsing" language modcl based on syntacticiilly and semantically enriched part-of-speech (POS) tags improve speech recognition accuracy
when re-scoring acoustic hypotheses?
:3. How can we build a probabilistic dependency grammar parser to further improve
speech recognition accuracy?

In this chapter, Section 1.1 will give a more formal definition of language modeling. Section 1.2 will then review language modeling techniques from the past two
decades and comment on their methodologies. Section 1.3 introduces Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG), which has a representational power beyond context-free
grammars. CDG represents syntactic, semantic, and domain knowledge as constraints
using word-level relations. Section 1.4 will summarize the goals of this research work,
as well as provide the layout of this thesis proposal.

1.1

Language Modeling

I:n the speech recognition problem, given an incoming acoustic signal A, the goal
is to find the word sequence W* that maximizes the posterior probability P ( W ( A):

where P ( A I W ) is the probability that the signal A results when the word sequence
W is spoken. P ( W )is the priori probability that the speaker will utter W .
The task of a language model is to estimate P ( W ) . Applying Bayes' theorem over
a string of words W = w l , w z , . . . ,w, (where V is the vocabulary and
obtain:

wi

E V), we

where W',-l = wl, wz, . . . , w;-1 denotes the history of the word w;.
Since it is impossible to accurately estimate the probability of to; conditioned on
a complete history, i.e., P(w; I wl, wz, . . . , w;-l), it is necessary to define equivalence

classes among the histories W,-l using a function q5(VI/;-1), which is a classifier to
cluster histories into equivalence classes. Then P ( W ) can be estimated using this
function as follows:

Research on language modeling has focused on finding appropriate equivalence classification functions

4, as

well as methods to estimate P(w; 1 ~ ( J I . V , - ~ ) ) .

The likelihood of new data is commonly used t o assess the quality of a given
language modeling technique. The average log likelihood of a new random sa111ple is
givt:n by:

1
Average-Log-Likelihood(D ( M ) = -

log PM(D;)
i

where D = {Dl, D 2 , .. . , D,} is the new data sample and M is the given language
moclel. This quantity can also be viewed as an empirical estimati'on of the cross-

entropy of the true (but unknown) data distribution P with regar,d to the model
dist1:ibution PM:
cross-entropy(P; P M ) =

P ( D ) log PM(D)

-

D

Actual performance of language models is often reported in terms of perplexity:

Perplexity can be interpreted as the geometric average branching factor of the language according to the model. It measures how good the model is (the better the
model, the lower the perplexity), and it estimates the entropy, or corr~plexity,of that
language.

Ultimately, the quality of a language model must be measured bmy its effect on the
specific applications. In our task, language models are used to improve the performance of speech recognition. So, the word accuracy and s e n t e n c e accu.racy are also
used to evaluate the quality of language modeling techniques.
Ironically, the most successfully and frequently used language modeling technique
for speech recognition uses very little knowledge of what language really is. 'rhis
technique is based on 11-gram word equivalence classes, that is, qh is d-efinedas follows:

1.2
1.2.1

Review of Language Modeling Techniques
Baseline: the Word-based N-gram

The most commonly used language modeling approach, the word-based n-gram,
defines the history of each word w, as w,-,+l,. . . , w,-1.

Trigram models ( n = 3)

are common choices for large training corpora (millions of words); whereas, bigram
motiels (n = 2) models are appropriate for small corpora. However, even for large
corpora, it is impossible to estimate all bigram and trigram probabilities by counting
occurrences due to the fact that some plausible bigrams and trigrams would receive a
zero count. This is known as the s p a r s e data problem. For events that do not occur
in the training data, the direct use of maximum likelihood (ML) estimation will
preclude the possibility that they can ever occur in the testing data. Even among
observed trigrams, there are many singletons and many with low counts that could
lead to incorrect estimates. Because of this sparse data problem, various smoothing
techniques have been developed: discounting the ML estimates, recursively backing
off to lower-order n-grams, and linearly interpolating high-order n-grams with lowerorder n-grams. An empirical survey of the common smoothing algorithms is presented
by Chen and Goodman [4].
The n-gram captures correlations among nearby words reasonably well, but not
surprisingly, it captures little else. Rosenfeld constructed a trigram language model
on the Broadcast News Corpus [5] and used it to illustrate this deficiency [6]. The

Table 1.1
Natural language sentences (Example average length sentences from the Broadcast
News corpus).

I
,

W A N D I L E L , O T H E D O Y O U P E R S O N A L L Y K N O W P E O P L E W H O W E R E A R R E S T E D A N D T O R T U R E D D U R I N G T H E A P A R T H E L D ERA
S O H E P R O B A B L Y W I L L HAVE T O HAVE T H E M T A X E D B E C A U S E D T H E Y ' R E N O T A T R A D I T I O N A L P E N S I O N F U N D ( a )

B U T T H E T O B A C C O C O M P A N I E S A N D N A S C A R O F F I C I A L S SAY T H E I R FANS A R E W I L D L Y LOYAL T O R A C E A D V E R T I S E R S ( s )

I

T H E R E AR15 A L O T O F Q U A L I T Y S W E A T E R S IN T H E M A R K E T R I G H T N O W C A S H M E R E A N D C A S H M E I i E B L E N D S
P O L I C E SAY T H E M A N R A N F R O M T H E F R O N T O F T H E H O U S E A N D C A M E A R O U N D T H I S C O R N E R

(5)

( 8 )

Table 1.2
'Trigram-generated sentences (Average length sentences generated by a trigram
trained on the BN corpus.

r-

Y O U C A L L P O R K M I T C H E L L IS T H O S E T H R E E W I R E L U C K A F T E R A T T E N D A N T S
A F T E R ' I O U R E F E R R I I i G T O E X T R E M E L Y R I S K Y B E C A U S E I ' V E B E E N T E S T E D W H O S E O N L Y WIT11 A M A I N ( a )

T H E F I R S T B L A C K E D U C A T O R S C A T A C O M B S D O W N R O M A N G A B R I E L S L E E P IN A WAY T O K N O W IS P R O P E R (s)

1

M Y Q U E S T I O N T O Y O U T H O S E P I C T U R E S MAY S T I L L N O T IN R O M A N I A A N D I L O O K E D U P C L E A I i ( 3 )
YOU W E R E GOING T O T A K E T H E I R C U E F R O M ANCHORAGE L I F T E D O F F EVERYTHING WILL W O R K S I T E VERDI(a)

Broadcast News corpus is a corpus of some 13 million sentences transcribed from

TV and radio news related programs during 1992-1996. Table 1.1 shows examples
of average length sentences of the Broadcast News Corpus. After training a state-ofthe-art trigram language model on this corpus, Rosenfeld used it t o generate "pseudo
sentences", examples of which are shown in Table 1.2.
The trigram-generated sentences are incoherent compared to the training serltences.
In fact, it is not difficult for people to discriminate between these two language sources.
In a~ninformal blind study that Rosenfeld conducted, classification accuracies of 95%
were achieved (61. It is easy to understand how such judgements could be easily made:
the pseudo-sentences violate many syntactic constraints including long-distance dependencies, semantic, lexical, and discourse principles, topic and discourse coherence,
and lexical relationships. Clearly, it is important to incorporate lexical class information, syntactic structures, and semantic knowledge into language modeling.

1.2.2 Lexical Class Information
For a word-based n-gram, a vocabulary is simply a list of distinct items; however,
this ignores the fact that words in a language can be grouped in a variety of ways.

(3)

For example, we would not be surprised to learn that the probability distribution of
wards in the vicinity of Thursday is very much like that for words in the vicinity of

Friday.
One of the first att,empts to consider lexical class information in a language model
uses Part-of-Speech (POS) information. Jelinek [7] uses POS information associated
with words to develop a POS-based trigram language model:

where POS, is the POS class of the word w,. The main motivatiorl of this model is
to reduce the number of parameters to estimate by using POS classes. One practical
problem for this approach is that English is highly polysemous, so it can be difficult to
determine accurately the POS tag for each word token. Additionally, there are often
word variations that share the same POS but have dramatically different semantics.
Because this simple model removes too much of the lexical information that is needed
to predict the next word, this POS-based language model is not usually very successful
at reducing per p lexity compared to the baseline word-based n-gram models. In fact,
Srinivas [8] reported a 24.5% increase in perplexity using this model when compared
to a word-based model
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the Wall Street Journal corpus; Niesler and Woodland [9]

reported an 11.3% increase for the LOB corpus; and Kneser and Ney [lo] reported a

3% increase on the LOB corpus. Heeman [ll]improved POS-based language models
by redefining the speech recognition problem so that it jointly finds the best word
and POS tag sequence. Under this assumption, the speech recognition problem is
redefined as:

$VP

= arg rnax Pr(W, P
w,p

1 A)

P r ( A ( W, P)Pr(W, P)
- a r g max
w,P
Pr(A)
= a r g m a x P r ( A I W, P ) P r ( W , P)

w,
p

Usin,? this model, Heeman obtained a perplexity reduction of 8.9% a,nd an absolute
word error rate reduction of 1.1% compared to a word-based language model on

the Trains Corpus [12]; on the Wall Street Journal corpus, he achieved a perplexity
reduction of 23.4% in comparison to a word-based backoff model.
Additional improvement is possible by using a class-based model that uses information in addition to POS categories to further optimize the c1a;ses. There exist
several algorithms for automatically clustering words based on information theoretic
measures. The algorithm in Brown et al. [13] identifies classes that give high mutual
information between the classes of adjacent words. It works in a botto~n-upfashion;
each word is initially assigned to a separate class and then it iteratively combines
c1a:;ses that lead to the smallest decrease in mutual information between adjacent
words. Kneser and Peters report on class-based approaches for adaptive language
modeling [14]. They applied adaptation techniques such as adaptive linear interpolation and an approximation of the minimum discriminant estimation to derive
semantic classes automatically. The resulting adaptive language moclel when int erpolated with a word-based n-gram model achieves a 31% perplexity reduction compared
to a, standard n-gram model on the Wall Street Journal corpus.
Word classes can be used in an n-gram model at several levels of approximation.
For example, in a trigram model:

where c(w;)
denotes the class of the word w;. The specific word class c(w;)
can also be
relaxed to the class of a predecessor in a cluster hierarchy. This type of information
can be provided by decision tree classification and regression tree (CART-style) [15]
algorithms. These algorithms have been applied to language modeling by Rahl et
al. [16]. For language models, a decision tree partitions the space of histories by
asking binary questions about the history

Wi-l
at each internal node.

The training

data a t each leaf are then used to construct a probability distribution Pr(wi ( Wi-l )
for each word w;. To smooth the estimate, this leaf distribution is interpolated with
int.erna1-node distributions found along the path to the root. Although this classba8sedniodeling technique has achieved moderate perplexity reductions, it can take
months to train the model [16]. Decision tree classifiers are basically hard classifiers,
which means that each individual can only belong to one category-. EM models, as
soft hidden-variable classifiers, provide an alternative to allow each word to belong to
several different categories.
The problem with class-based modeling techniques is that most misclassifications
occur on word types that do not occur frequently in the data on which the clustering
algorithm is applied. However, it is exactly these uncommon word types, at the tail of
a vjocabulary distribution, that benefit the most from clustering. The rule of thumb

for all data-driven vocabulary clustering algorithms is: the more frequently the word
appears in natural language, the more reliably it can be assigned to an appropriate
cluster, but the less it will benefit from such an assignment.
This is one reason why class-based n-gram language modeling techniques have
beein only moderately successful. These models generally work comparably to their
word-based counterparts. Interpolating class-based n-gram langua,ge models with
word-based n-gram language models can achieve some improvement, but only for
largte corpora, e.g., as reported by Kneser et al. [14]. -Also, in fclcused discourse
domains (e.g., ATIS [17]), good results are often achieved by manual clustering of
sem,anticcategories, as shown in [18].

1.2.3

Syntactic Structure

ii recent focus for language modeling is to integrate syntactic information into
language modeling. These efforts can be categorized according to grammatical formalism:

1 . Probabilistic context-free grammar

Context-free grammars (CFGs) are well understood as a syntactic model of
natural language. A CFG is defined as a 4-tuple, (S,N , T , R ) , with S being
the starting nonterminal in a parse, N being a set of nonterminal symbols, T
denoting the vocabulary (terminals), and R a set of production or transition
rules. Sentences can be generated, in a top-down manner starting with an
initial nonterminal S, by the repeated application of the transition rules which
transform a nonterminal into a sequence of terminals and nonterminals, until
a terminals-only sequence is achieved. This procedure can be represented by a
context-free derivation, denoted as T .
Probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs) are CFGs with a probability distribution over the transitions emanating from each nonterminal, thereby inducing a distribution over the set of all sentences.

A PCFG is a 5-tuple

(P,S , N, T, R) with P = PC, being a set of transition probability distributions over elements of rule set R, given a context C i which denotes all rules
with the same left-hand-side. Each single member Pci of P needs to satisfy the
requirement:

C Pci ( r ) = 1
rER

The probability of a derivation 7 is traditionally defined as:

The transition probabilities can be estimated from CFG annotated corpora
using the Inside-Outside algorithm ([19]), an expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm that obtains locally optimal context-free production probabilities.
However, the main deficiency of context-free grammar language models is that
they condition their predictions on nonterminal phrase labels rather than directly on words or some combination of words and nonterminals; whercas, words
are often the best predictors for other words. Hence, while PCFGs have been

successful for language modeling in some applications /[20, 21, 22]), contextfree language models do not compete with n-gram models in domains with
large vocabularies, relatively unrestricted speech, and large amounts of training
data (such as the Wall Street Journal domain). Miller et al. [23] improves the
performance of t.he traditional PCFG language modeling by combining n-grams
and PCFGs, where the CFG structure is formulated as a Markov Random Field
(MRF), and a family of additional constraints were imposed on transitions between successive words, effectively capturing bigram information.
Another way to improve the PCFG language models is to lexicalize the derivation of the grammar rules. A PCFG can be lexicalized by associating a headword
with each non-terminal in a parse tree derivation. Figure 1.1 shows the parse
for sentence "We have some useful information" under a lexica,lized PCFG language model. At each nonterminal node in Figure 1.1, we note the type of
the node (e.g., a noun-phrase, NP, as "some useful information") and the head
of the constituent (its most important lexical item), e.g.. info,wzation. Note a
headword of a constituent is tlie word that best represents the constituent, and

all of the other words in the constituent act as modifiers of the lieadword. Since
heads of constituents are often specified as heads of sub-constituents (e.g., the
head of the S is the head of the VP), headwords propagate up through the tree,
each parent constituent receiving its headword from its head child which is the
child constituent that best represents the phrase. For example, the head child
of the S is the constituent VP, so the headword of the S is identified as the
headword of the VP.

A lot of reported work using tliis methodology concerns building lexicalized
PCFG parsers, and their performance on constituency assignrnent accuracies
have been evaluated. Magerman [24] constructed a PCFG parser that makes
direct use of word information and uses a decision-tree based strategy t.o make
up grammar rules on the fly. Charniak [25] built a probabilistic parser that
uses a context-free grammar together with word statistics and conditions the

probability of expanding a constit'uent using a grammar rule on the constituent
type, the headword itself (as well as headword classes), and the headword type.
In his parser, the probability of the head s given all the information previously
established about the sentence is only dependent on its type t , the type of the
parent constituent 1; and the head of the parent constituent h , as p(s ( h, t , I ) .
Also, the probability that the grammar rule r is used for expanding constituent
c based on the previous tree structure is only conditioned on the type t of c, the
head h and the parent type I, that, is, p(r

I h , t , I).

Eisner et al. [26] describes a

way to improve the computational complexity of most of the bilexical grammar
parsers by using dynamic programming techniques to attach head information
to the derivations. Note that the concept of bilexical constraints originated from
the concept of dependency links between words, which will be described later
in this section. Also note that the probability for each parse tree derivation can

be used as the language model probability, thus these parsers can be integrated
as language models with a speech recognizer to re-score acoustic hypotheses.
S:have

r&
NP:information

PRP:we

I

we

VBP:have

I

have
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I
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JJ:useful NN:information

I

useful

I

information
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Fig. 1.1. Parse of a simple sentence under a lexicalized probabilistic context-free
grammar language model.

2. Probabilistic Link Grammar

Link Gmn~maris a formalism for natural language developed by Sleator and
Temperley [27] that has an expressive power of a CFG. What dilstinguishes this

formalism from context-free grammars is the absence of explicit constituents, as
well as a high degree of lexicalization. In link grammar, each word is associated
with one or more ordered sets of typed links; and each such link must be connected to a similarly typed link of another word in the sentence. A legal parse
has the property that all links can be satisfied without crossing each other [27].

A probabilistic link graIliIriar has been developed by Lafferty et al. [28]. Link
grammar is a variation of dependency grammar, which will be discussed next.

3. Probabilistic Dependency Grammar
Informally, a dependency-based approach uses the relationship between a head
and its dependent to represent the structure of a sentence. These relations
can be allowed based on syntactic, semantic, as well as lexical grounds. This
paradigm has been prevalent in linguistics, as well as theories concerning the
nature of natural language. .Although in modern linguistics, constituency has
been predominant, various concepts that are used in constitut~ntsyntactic approaches originated from dependency-based theories. Dependency Grammars
(DGs) describe sentences in terms of asymmetric pairwise relationships among
words. With a single exception, each word in the sentence is dependent upon
one other word, called its head or parent. The single exception is the root of the
sentence, which acts as the head of the entire sentence. A dependency grammar
parse for the sentence "We have some useful information" is shown in Figure
1.2 (compared to the CFG parse in Figure 1.1), where the label above each
link represents the type of the link. For example, "DT" denotes that the link
is a determiner modification, "J" an adjective modificatior~,"S" a subject-verb
modification, "OBJ" a verb-object modification, "T" the root of the sentence,
and "En the end of the sentence.

Probabilistic Dependency Grammars (PDG) are particularly appropriate for ngram style modeling, in which each word is predicted by its n-element history.

<s>

we
PRP

some
VBP

useful

information </s>

JJ

DT

NN

Fig. 1.2. Parse of the sentence in Figure 1.1 under a dependency grammar language
model.

The difference between an n-gram probabilistic Dependency Grammar (PDG)
language model and an n-gram word-based language model is that for the PDG
language model, each word is conditioned on its history as specified by the
dependency graph (which is a hidden variable) instead of conditionirlg on n
previous words. A typical implementation will parse a sentence s to generate the
most likely dependency graphs

G;with attendant

probabilities P(Gi), and then

for each G;, compute a generation probability P(s (

Gi),
and

finally estimate

the complete sentence probability as:

P(s)

Ci P ( G i ) . Pjs 1 Gi)

Stolcke et al. [29] constructed a statistical language model ba.sed on the syntactic dependencies between words. In this model, statistical constraints on the
frequencies of various types of dependencies are expressed in a Maximum Entropy (ME) model as well as the standard n-gram statistics, thus enabling the
use of long-distance dependencies. They found that the model produced a modest improvement over an n-gram word-based language model and was effective
at improving the recognition accuracy of spontaneous English speech. Because
ME is computationally expensive, Stolcke uses a pre-existing parser (they used
the parser developed by Michael Collins [30]) t o generate phrase structures to
derive dependencies and calculate the joint probability of the word sequence
and dependencies for his language model [29]. This loose intergration of a

set-

ond parser can lead to errors that a more tightly integrated, but potentially
co~~iputationally
infeasible model could avoid.
Chelba et al. [2] developed a parser with the probabilistic parameterization
of a pushdown automata and used an Expect at ion-Maximizat ion (EM)-type
algorithm for parameter re-es timation. Given a history, the parser proposes
several possible equivalence classifications, each with its own weight. The predictions from the various classifications are combined linearly. Experiments on
the Switchboard corpus [31] show modest improvements in both perplexity and
word error rate over the baseline trigram. This model is closely related to the
model built by Stolcke et al. [29] with a few important differeiices:

this model operates in a left-to-right shift-reduce manner allowing the decoding of word lattices. Stolcke et a l . ' ~parser must process the entire
sentence, making it less accessible for decoding. Also, in Chelba's model,
the syntactic structure const ructions (tagging and obtain.ing the preliminary parses) are highly integrated with his model.
this model is a factored version of Stolcke's model thus enabling the calculation of the joint probability of words and all parse structures.

Ab~leyet al. [32] investigated the precise relationship between PCFGs and shiftreduce probabilistic pushdown automata (PPDAs) as used in the probabilistic
dependency grammar language model [33]. They proved that while these two
formalisms define the same class of probabilistic languages, the:y appear to impose different inductive biases. This may explain why Charniak's statistical
context-free grammar parser can achieve the highest text parsing accuracy for
the Wall Street Journal corpus, while Chelba's shift-reduce PPIIA improves on
the speech recognition accuracy on the notoriously difficult Switchboard corpns.

1.'3 Constraint-Dependency Grammars
1.3.1

CDG with Hand-written Constraints

Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) [34, 351 uses constraints to determine
the grammatical structure of a sentence, which is represented as a set of labeled
dependencies between the words in the sentence. The parsing algorithm is framed as a
constraint satisfaction problem: the rules are the constraints and the solutions are the
parses. A CDG is defined formally as a tuple, (C, R, L, C, T), where ?: = { a l , . . . ,a,)
is

;t

finite set of lexical categories (e.g., determiner), R = { r l , . . . , r,) is a finite set

of uniquely named roles or role ids (e.g., governor, needl, need2), L = {II,. . . ,I,) is
a finite set of labels (e.g., subject), C is a constraint formula, and T is a table that
specifies which roles are supported for each lexical category (e.g., determiners use only
the governor role, but verbs use both a governor role and need roles), the set of labels
that are supported for each role and lexical category, the domain (of feature values
for each feature type (if there are k feature types, the domain for each is denoted
as PI,F2,.. . , F k ) ,the feature types that are defined for each category in C, and the
subset of feature values allowed by each category and feature type combination. The
number of roles in a CDG is the degree of the grammar. For parsing sentences using

CDG, access to a dictionary of word entries is required. Each word is comprised of
one or Inore of the lexical entries.

h lexical entry is

made up of one lexical category

in a E C and a single feature value for each feature supported by a .

L ( G ) is the language generated by the grammar G. A sentence of length n ,
s = w1w2w3.. . w,,where each w;is a word defined in the dictionary, is in L(G) if for
every word wi there is at least one assignment of role values to each of' the roles of one
of wi's lexical entries such that the constraints in C are satisfied. Ea,ch lexical entry
for a, word has up to p different roles (most lexical classes need only one or two

[%I),

with a parse consisting of a maximum of n. * p role value assignmeniis. A role value
is a tuple consisting of a label 1 E 1, and a modifiee m (a position of a word in the
sentence) and is depicted in parsing cxamples as I-m. The label 1 indicates a syntactic
function for the word assigned that role value, and m specifies the position that that

word is modifying when it takes on the function specified by 1. Consider the parse for
Clear the screen depicted in the white portion of Figure 1.3. Each ,word in the parse
ha:; a lexical entry and a set of roles that are consistent with the lexical class for that
lexical entry. Every lexical category has a governor role (denoted G) that is assigned
a role value whose modifiee indicates the position of the word's governor or head. For

exa,mple, the role value assigned to the governor role of th.e is d e t - 3 , where its label
det; indicates its grammatical function and its modifiee 3 is the position of its head

screen. The need roles (denoted N1, N2, and N3) are used to ensure the requirements
of a word are met, as in the case of the verb clear, which needs an object (and so the
role value assigned to N2 has a modifiee that points to the object .screen). Because
the verb clear does not require another complement, the modifiee of the role value
assigned to N 3 is set equal to its own position. CDG originally used a modifiee of

NIL, to indicate that a role value does not require a modifiee [35]. Our modification
doe:j not alter the expressive power of CDG and eliminates the unnecessary use of
modifiees that are not natural numbers.
During parsing, the grammaticality of a sentence in a language defined by a CDG
is determined by applying C to all possible role value assignments and then applying
arc consistency prior to the extraction of parses (see [34, 351 for more detail). C is a
first--order ~ r e d i c a t ecalcul~isformula over the role value assignments of up to u roles
in the sentence [35], as shown below. The value of a in C , which is also called the
arity of the grammar, represents the maximum number of variables iihat can appear

in the subformulas of C.

Yx, : role(x,) A (x, f x l ) A (x, f x2) A . . . A (x, f x , - ~ )

(PI A P2A . . . A Pm)

r

Parse for "Clear the screen"

Fig. 1.3. A CDG parse (see white box) is represented by the assignment of role
values to roles associated with a word with a specific lexical category and one
fea.ture value per feature. ARVs and ARVPs (see gray box) represent grammatical
relations that can be extracted from a sentence's parse.

The parsing algorithm requires that every assignment in a parse be consistent with

C ; those role values that are inconsistent with C are eliminated. Originally in CDG
which is called Conventional CDG, each P, was a hand-written rule of the form: IF

Antzcedent THEN Consequent, where Antecedent and Consequent are predicates
involving =,

<, or >, or

predicates joined by the logical connectives and, or, or not.

These predicates utilized functions for accessing information associa,ted with a role
value in order to test it for consistency with C, including: (pos x ) , which returns
the ~ o s i t i o no l the word associated with the role value assigned to x; (rid x ) , which
returns the role name of the role value assigned to x; (lab x ) , which returns the label
of the role value assigned to x; ( m o d x ) , which returns the position of the modifiee
for tlie role value assigned to x; ( c a t x), which returns the category of the role value
assigned to x , and (F, x ) , which returns the feature value of feature F, of the role
value assigned to x. The constants allowed in C include elements of and subsets of

C UR

u L u Fl u F2 u . . . u Fk. ,4 subformula is called

a una r y constraint if it

contains only a single variable (by convention, we use xl)and a binary constraint if
it contains two variables (by convention xl and x2). An example of a unary and a
binary constraint is shown in Figure 1.4.
;; Example

of a unary constraint:

;; A role value assigned to a governor role of an adverb with label
;; vmod must have a modifiee that is equal to a position other than
;; that associated with the current role value.
x l ) adv)
(if (and (= (cat
xl) governor)
(=
(rid
(lab
x l ) vrnod) )
(=
(not (= (mod x l ) (pos x l ) ) ) )

;; Example of a binary constraint:
;; The modifiee of a role value with the label subj assigned to a governor
;;role must point at another word whose need1 role is assigned a
;;role value with the label S and a modifiee equal to the position
;; associated with the first role value.
x l ) subj)
(if (and (= (lab
x l ) governor)
(=
(rid
(=
(mod x l ) (pos x2) )
x2) needl) )
(=
(rid
(and (= (lab
x2) S)
(= (mod
x2) (pos x l ) ) ) )

Fig. 1.4. Example of a unary and a binary constraint.

Harper et al. [36] developed a way to write constraints concerning the category
and feature values of a modifiee of a role value (or role value pair). These mod?fiee

constraints loosely capture some binary constraint information in unary constraints
(or beyond binary for binary constraints), and their use results

i11

more efficient

pars ng. An example of a unary modifice constraint is shown in Figure 1.5.

The set of languages accepted by a CDG is a superset of the set of languages
that can be accepted by context-free grammars (CFGs). hlaruyama [37, 381 proved
that any arbitrary CE'G converted to Griebach Normal Form can be converted into
a CL)G with a degree of two and an arity of two that accepts the same language as
the CFG. In addition, CDG can accept languages that CFGs cannot, for example,
a n b n c n (where a , b, and c are terminal symbols) and ww (where w is some string

;;Example of a unary modifiee constraint:
;; A role value assigned to a governor role of an adverb with
;; label vmod must modifiy a word that is a verb, adj, or adv.
(if (and
(=
(cat
x l ) adv)
(rid
x l ) governor)
(=
x l ) vmod) )
(=
(lab
(= (cat
(mod x l ) {verb adj adv) ) )

Fig. 1.5. An example of a unary modifiee constraint;.

of 1,erminal symbols). Although CUG could support any arity, as the arity of the
grammar increases, so does the cost of the parsing algorithm. To support an arity of
two, the parsing algorithm has a worst case running time of O(n.4), but t o support
an arity of three, it has a worst case running time of O(n6). To keep the parsing
algorithm tractable, like Maruyama [35], we limit the arity to be 2.

CDG offers a flexible and powerful parsing framework for text-based and spoken
language processing. First, in addition to sentences, the parser can also simultaneously analyze all sentences in a graph structure [34]. Second, the generative capacity
of a CDG is beyond context-free languages [35]. There is evidence for the need to
develop parsers for grammars that are more expressive than the class of context-free
grammars but less expressive than context-sensitive grammars [39, 40, 411. Third, like
other dependency grammars [42,43,44,45],free-order languages can be handled by a
CDG parser without enumerating all permutations because order among constituents
is not a requirement of the grammatical formalism [34]. Fourth, thc CDG parser
uses sets of constraints which operate on role values assigned to roles to determine
whether or not a string of terminals is in the grammar. These constraints can be used
to express legal syntactic, prosodic, semantic relations, as well as context-dependent
relations [34, 461. Constraints can be ordered for efficiency, withheld, or even relaxed.
The presence of ambiguity can trigger the use of stricter constraints t o further refine
the parse for a sentence [46]. This flexibility can be utilized to create a smart language processing system: one that decides when and how to use its constraints based
on the state of the parse. Fifth, a CDG parser is highly parallelizable [47]. Sixth, a

CDG parser can be used to parse using a variety of dependency grhtmmars, not just
those originally framed using constraints.

1.3.2

Deriving CDG from Parses of Sentences in L(G)

As discussed in the previous section, the grammaticality of a sentence in a language
defined by a CDG, as well as its possible parses, is determined by the constraints
of the grammar. Given that G = (C, R. L , C , T), then the set of all possible role
values assigned to the roles of a sentence of length n is an element of the set: SI =

C x R x L x Flx . . . x Fk x P O S x MOD, where POSis the set of possible word positions,

MOD is the set of possible modifiee positions, and n is a natural number greater than
or equal to one. Because T does not support all feature types for each lexical category,
we add the feature value of undefined to the domain of each feature type to indicate
thal, the feature type is undefined in some cases. T h e unary constraints of C partition

S1 into grammatical and ungrammatical role values. Similarly, binary constraints
partition the set

S2= S1 x S1= S,2into compatible and incompatible pairs. This

suggests that an alternative way of representing the unary and binary constraints of
a grammar would be as a set of grammatical role values and compatible pairs of role
values. Unfortunately, the sets

Sland S2contain word position information, making

then1 unbounded in size. Fortunately, it is possible to construct another view of role
values given that constraints in a CDG do not need to use the exact position of a
word or a modifiee in the sentence to parse sentences [34, 46, 37, 35, 48, 491; they only
need t o test the relative positions between role values and their modifiees, as shown
in our example constraints. A unary constraint simply tests the relative position of a
role value and its modifiee. Similarly, binary constraints test for the relative positions
of twro role values and their modifiees.
To represent the relative, rather than the absolute, position information for role
values, we must b e able to represent all possible positional relations between the
modjfiees and the positions of role values within a sentence being parsed. For an arity
of 2, these relations involve either equality or less-than relations over the modifiees
and l~ositionsof role values assigned to the roles x l and x2. Let each xi (where i is 1

or 2) have a position Px; and a modifiee Mx;.
Since unary constraints operate over role values assigned t o a single role x l , the
only relative position relations that would be tested are shown below. We refer to
this set of relations as UC in later definitions. Note that the UC relations have the
special property that one and only one of them must be true.

1. P x l

< M x l : Is the position of the role value assigned to x 1 before its modifiee?

2. M x l

< P x l : Is the position of the role value assigned to xl after its modifiee?

3. P x , = M x l : Is the position of the role value assigned to xl equal to its modifiee?
Since binary constraints operate over role values assigned to pairs of roles, xl and

x2, the only relative position relations that can be tested are described below. We
provide a name for each set of three relations for use in later discussions. Note that
each of the six groups of three positional relations also has the property that one and
only one of the three relations must be true.

B C ~ z,M,,
, : The possible relations between the position and modifiee of the
role value assigned to xl are: P x l

< M x l , Mxl < Pxl, Pxl

=:

Mxl.

2. B C p , 2 , ~ x 2 The
:
possible relations between the position and modifiee of the
role value assigned to

22

are: P x 2

< M x 2 , M x 2 < P x 2 , P x 2 =: M x 2 .

3. B C p , l , ~ x 2 The
:
possible relations between the position of the role value assigned to xl and the modifiee of the role value assigned to x2 are: P x l

< Mx2,

M x 2 < P x l , Pxl = M x ~ .
4. B C p , 2 , ~ x l The
: possible relations between the position of the role value as-

signed to x2 and the modifiee of the role value assigned to xl are: P x 2 < M x l ,

M x l < P x 2 , Px2 = M x l .
5 . B C p x l , p x 2 :The possible relations between the position of the role value assigned to xl and the position of the role value assigned to

2 2

are: P x l

< Px2,

P x 2 < P x l ?P x l = P x 2 .
6 . B C M x l , ~ x 2The
: possible relations between the modifiee of the role value
assigned to xl and the modifiee of the role value assigned to

M x 2 , Mx2 < M x l , M X I = Mx2.

2.2

are: Mxl

<

LrCprovides us with the needed mechanism to develop the concept of an abstract

role value (ARV), which is a finite characterization of all possible role values using
relative, rather than absolute, position relations. Formally, an ARV for a particular
grammar G = (C, R, L, C,T) is an element of the set: Al = C x R x L x Fl x

. . . x Fk x UC, where k is the number of feature types defined in T , F; represents
the set of feature values for that type, and UC encodes the three possible positional
relations between Pxl and Mxl. The gray box of Figure 1.3 shows an example of
an A RV obtained from the parsed sentence. Because C, L, R, each F,, and UC are
finite sets, Al is a finite set representing the space of all possible abstract role values
for the grammar. Using this ARV space Al, we can make an alternate definition
of the unary constraints for a CDG: the unary constraints are a partitioning of the
AR\' space into grammatical and ungrammatical regions. The positive ARVs finitely
represent all role values that are allowed in a parse, while the negative ARVs finitely
represent those role values that would never be allowed in a parse. If during parsing
a role value does not match one of the elements in the positive ARV space, then
it would be disallowed. Positive ARVs can be obtained directly from the parses of
sentences. For each role value in a parse for a sentence, simply extract its category,
feature, role, and label information, and then determine the positiorial relation that
holds between the role value's position and modifiee.
Similarly, binary constraints are represented as a finite set of abstract role value
pairs (,4RVPs) which are members of the domain A2 = C x R x L x Fl x . . . x Fk x
C x R x L x FI x . . . x Fk x BCP~,,P,, x B C M ~ ~ , xMB~ C
, P~~,M
x B
~C
, M , ~ , P ~x,
BCl~xl,Mzl
x BCPz2,Mz2,where each BC set consists of the three possible relations
between the subscript components. The gray box of Figure 1.3 also depicts an example
of a a ARVP obtained frorn the parsed sentence. As in the unary case, the set Aa
fornns the ARVP space, and we can view the binary constraints as partitioning this set
into grammatical and ungrammatical regions. Positive ARVPs represent all allowable
pairs of role values in a parse, and like ARVs they can be obtained tlirectly from the
parses of sentences. For each pair of role values assigned to different roles, simply

extract their category, feature, role, and label information, and then determine the
positional relations that hold between the positions and modifiees of the two role
values.
'There are a number of benefits of the ARV/ARVP representation of C . Because
the ARV and ARVP spaces are finite sets that can be partitioned into positive and
negi-ltive ARVs and ARVPs, respectively, a grammar's constraints can be expressed
by enumerating the positive ARVs and ARVPs from labeled sentences. We can focus
on learning ARVPs because the set of ARVs is derivable from the set of ARVPs (since
ARYPs contain two ARVs plus additional positional information). Since ARVPs can
be "read off" from parsed sentences, learning the subset of allowable binary relations is
abstractly equivalent to learning an explicit listing of a subset of set ,A2 from positive
examples. The obvious PAC-learning algorithm is: collect enough positive examples
to ensure the error bound is met with the desired confidence and hypothesize a subset
consisting of the examples collected. A simple extension of the Occam bound to onesided error [50,51] allows us to conclude that m

> f ((ln 2) /XI+In(+)) examples suffice

.
an enumeration
for PAC-identification of the desired subset, with (XI= / A z (Hence,
of the positive ARVPs can be used to efficiently learn the CDG constraints, C. Also
note that ARV/ARVP constraints can be enforced by using a fast hash table lookup
t o see if the role value (or pair of role values) is allowed (rather than propagating
thousands of constraints), thus potentially speeding up parsing. And finally, the
ARVIARVP representation supports the rapid development of a CDG from annotated
training sentences, which will be discussed in Chapter 2.
1.4

Document Review and Goals of This Research

This research work is motivated by the recent improvements in the performance of
probabilistic dependency grammar language models (e.g., [52], [2]), and the success
of integrating a CDG parser as a post-processing filter for a speech recognizer [3].
CDG is more lexicalized than a conventional dependency grammar since it represents
both lexical feature constraints and word expectation constraints (i.e., need role constrai:nts). In CDG, the dependency link assignment differs from the original concept

of dependency grammars because it will enforce some symmetric grammatical dependencies that are necessary for grammaticality. For example, verb-obsject dependency
and expectation are generally symmetric: so if a noun w ;is dependent on a verb wj
as a n object, then expectation of the verb wj for an object should be simultaneously
satisfied by w;.
Our research has two main goals:

1. We will explore efficient approaches to learn constraint dependency grammars
from corpora. As illustrated in the previous section, C can be obtained directly
from ARV/ARVPs extracted from parsed sentences; hence, we can develop a
CDG from annotated training sentences. We will investigate different annotation and grammar extraction approaches and evaluate them. \We will compare
the learning curves for each as well as parsing ambiguity. We will also use the
grammars to postprocess the sentence hypotheses provided by a speech recognizer. Our work will provide techniques to support the creation of annotated
corpora for building deterministic CDG parsers and probabilistic CDG language
models. This work will be described in Chapter 2 of this document.

2. The second goal is to investigate a statistical language model based on CDG.
We will first develop a preliminary probabilistic CDG language modeling prototype using SuperARVs, which are enriched POS tags with lexical features
and syntactic dependency constraints, and build n-gram style nnodels based on
these enriched tags. In Chapter 3, we will describe how to build an n-gram
SuperARV-based language model and evaluate its performance on a mediumsized corpus with well-defined semantics and a good coverage of syntactic variation. Then we will extend the model to generate parse trees and build a
probabilistic CDG parser. Our preliminary approach is to formulate the model
with word prediction, SuperARV tagging, and partial parse generation tightly
integrated together in a uniforrri framework. The parsing algorithm is basically a best-first dynamic programming approach inspired by the probabilistic

chart parsing algorithm. The Wall Street Journal corpus is a, comrnonly used
benchmark for probabilistic parsing and language modeling; hence, we will use
that corpus for our investigations. We will also investigate which aspects of dependency constraints are most important for modeling naturad language (e.g.,
lexical features, dependencies and expectations of words, distance metrics between dependencies). Preliminary work and proposed modeling methodology
for this task will be described in Chapter 4.

2. Learning Constraint Dependency Grammars from

Corpora
Chapter 1 introduced the concept of Constraint Dependency Grammars (CDGs),
depicted the format of constraints represented as hand-written rules in Conventional
CDG and also described how to use Abstract Role Values (ARVs) and Abstract Role
V a l ~ Pairs
e
(ARVPs) as constraints. The essence of applying constraints composed of
AFWs and ARVPs is t o enumerate the space S of positive ARVs and .4RVPs and then
use a fast table lookup mechanism in the parser t o replace the original procedures of
applying all constraints t o the possible role value assignments. To obtain this space S,
a CIDG-annotated corpus must be available in order to extract the AIl\'s and ARVPs.
However, there are only limited annotated English corpora available, all of which are
annotated based on CFG constituents, with limited features such as agr and tense,
and no explicitly marked semantic information.

il methodology has been developed to derive CDG grammars directly from annota,ted sentences labeled with parse information [53], which is conditioned on the
fact that CDG constraints can be PAC learned [50] from positive examples. This
rnetliodology is applied to a moderate-sized corpus, Resource Man,agement corpus
(RM) [54], in our initial experiments reported in this chapter.

In this preliminary work, the learned CDG is used by a parser as a loosely coupled
post-processing language model for a speech recognizer in the Rhl speech recognition
task. filtering out acoustic hypotheses which do not make sense for the domain. In this
case, the ideal learned grammar should be general enough that it accepts utterances
that could be produced in the domain but restrictive enough that it will help to focus
the search for the correct utterance. Figure 2.1 depicts sentence hypotheses that
are parsed by three grammars, GI, Gz, and Gg, when searching for a certain speech

utterance given a list of possible sentence hypotheses from a speech recognizer. The
grammar G I , due to its specificity, is unable to recognize the corirect utterance as
grammatical; whereas, G3, due to its looseness, is likely to be little help in identifying
the correct utterance. The grammar Gz, compared to G1 and G3, is just righ,t in
that it covers the correct utterance in a much more focused grammar than Gs for the
domain.
Universeof aauotk utterancehypothem

valld p r v l under 01

valid pr...

under 02

vmlld prr. unhr 01

Fig. 2.1. Postprocessing a speech recognition lattice with grammars can help to
reduce the search space for the correct utterance by eliminating sentence hypotheses
that have no parse. It is important that the grammar should allow sentence
hypotheses that are valid for the domain to remain in the search space.

Our goal of learning CDG from corpora is to investigate methocls for deriving a
CDG that has the desirable properties of Gz. To maximize recognition accuracy, we
believe that it is important to extract as much useful information from the training
corpus as possible to help the CDG parser to eliminate acoustic hypotheses that do
not nake sense for the domain.
Another important goal when deriving a CDG from a training corpus is to obtain
sufficient generality to cover all possible sentences in the domain, for example, both
the training and the testing sentences. Consider Figure 2.2. Clearly Gl is too specific
in that it would fail to parse many of the sentences in the testing set,, and G3 is too
general in that it will parse sentences that are ungrammatical for the domain. Gz is
superior to both GI and G3 i11 that it parses the sentences in the dotnain with very
little over-generalization. Our goal in learning CDG from annotated corpora is t o

-
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obtain grammars that have the properties of G2.
Universe of Grammrs

Fig. 2.2. GI is a grammar obtained directly from the training corpus, G4 is the
grammar that would be needed to parse the sentences in the test set, and G2 and Gg
covc-r both the training and the testing sentence. G2 is superior to Gg in that it more
precisely covers the training and testing utterances without over-generalization.

,4nnotating corpora with CDG relations and learning grammars that bear characteristics of G2 from annotated corpora is not a trivial task. Grammar generality
requires that the corpus represents an appropriate level of syntactic and semantic
variation. However, annotating even a medium-sized corpus with an appropriate degree of consistency to avoid spurious ambiguity can be tedious and t,ime-consuming.
In this chapter, we will describe an active learning method that has been developed to
speed up the annotation process. We will also introduce the concept of corpus annotation using subgrammar invocations and evaluate two grammar annotation methods:
annotating sentences directly and annotating subgrammar expanded sentences. The
size, generality, and ambiguity of the resulting grammars will be investigated. Additionally, these grammars will be integrated with a speech recognizer, and recognition
accuracies will be presented.

2.1

Overview
11; has been verified that rapid and significant progress can be achieved in various

language-related tasks such as speech recognition and text understand.ing by learning
about the language phenomena naturally occurring in unconstrained materials and by

automatically extracting information from very large annotated corpora. These kinds
of corpora have begun to serve as important sources for researchers in natural language
processing, speech recognition, as well as theoretical linguistics. Annotated corpora
are also very important for obtaining high quality grammars, both deterministic and
statistical. These corpora also provide benchmarks to allow the research community
to evaluate and compare their results.
There are two important suhtasks required for learning grammar:; from annotated
corpora: building a large annotated corpus and inducing grammars from the corpus.
The pioneering Brown Corpus [55], formally named Standard Corpu.; of Present-Day
American English, consists of 1,014,312 words of running text of edited English prose
printed in the United States during the year 1961. The corpus is divided into 500
samples of 2000+ words each. There are 6 versions available, with the tagged version
of the Corpus (Form C) the most widely used. The tagging of the: Brown Corpus
required much time and effort, extending over several years and irlvolving a number of people. Although elaborate proof-reading and checking proce~dureshave been
usecl, errors and inconsistencies remain in these materials [55]. R/la,rcus et al. [56]
constructed another large annotated corpus - the Penn Treebank, a corpus consisting of over 4.5 million words of American English. During the first three-year phase
of the Penn Treebank Project, this corpus was annotated with part-of-speech (POS)
information, and in addition, over half of it was annotated with skeletal syntactic
structures, i.e., brackets. An exam p le of a parse tree in the Penn Treehank annotated
corpus is given in Figure 2.3. Notice that each word is assigned its POS tag and
the whole sentence is bracketed according to constituents. The annotation procedure
was carried out in two steps: first the text was annotated automal,ically using an
errorful deterministic parser, Fidditch, developed by Donald Hindle first at the University of Pennsylvania and subsequently at AT&T Bell Labs [57, 581; then annotations were corrected by human annotators. There are other syntactically annotated
corpora such as the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen (LOB) Corpus, the Lancaster UCREL
which employed a technique known as skeleton parsing (more detail is available at

http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/research/ucrel/annotation.html),

the Lan-

caster Parsed Corpus (LPC) which used a reduced set of constituents [59], and the
London-Lund Corpus of spoken English. Much effort has been put into developing effective methods of speeding up the process of syntactic annotation while also
achieving high level of consistency [55, 601.

( (S

(NP-SBJ (NNP Mr.) (NNP Vinken) )
(VP (VBZ is)
(NP-PRD
(NP (NN chairman) )
(PP (IN of)
(NP
(NP (NNP Elsevier) (NNP N.V.) )
( 9

.)

(NP (DT the) (NNP Dutch) (VBG publishing) (NN group) )))))
(. .) 1)

Fig. 2.3. An example of a parse tree in the Penn Treebank annotated corpus for the
sentence "Mr.Vinken is chairman of Elsevier N.V., the Dutch publishing group."

11lot of work has been reported on grammar induction from annotated corpora.
Given the availability of large corpora together with the difficulty inherent in manually building a grammar for robust parsers, automatic grammar induction is an
important avenue of investigation. A number of systems have been built that, once
trained, can automatically bracket text into syntactic constituents. Wilks [61] has
derived grammar rules by simply "reading off" the parse trees in the Penn Treebank;
each subtree provides the left and right hand sides of a rule. Charniak [62] reported
the l~erformanceof such a grammar read-off from the Penn Treebanli. Brill [63] developed a new technique for parsing free text with a transformation-based automatic
grammar induction approach. The algorithm works by beginning i.n a very naive
state of knowledge about phrase structures and assigning a right-linear structure to
all sentences. The only exception is that final pu~lctuationis attached high [63]. For
example, the initial naive bracketing of the sentence "The dog and old cat ate." would

be: "( ( The (dog ( and ( old ( cat ate))))).)." By repeatedly comparing the results
of bracketing in the current state to proper bracketing in the training corpus, the
system learns a set of simple structural transformations that can be applied in order
to ]-educeerrors. Sampson [64] defined a function to score the quality of parse trees
ancl then used simulated annealing to heuristically explore the entire space of possible
parses for a given sentence. In Brill et al. [65], distributional analysis techniques were
applied to a large corpus to learn a context-free grammar. Also, work on exploring
the potential of using the inside-outside algorithm to automatically learn a grammar
frorn annotated corpora has bcen reported [66, 67, 68, 69, 701.
However, researchers working on dependency grammars lack the wide availability
of corpora annotated with dependency informalion. Most reported work on dependency grammar language modeling and parser construction has been based on transforming existing corpora annotated with constituents into dependency structures. For
example, Collins' parser [30] was trained on the Wall Street Journal portion of the
Penn Treebank and uses lexical information extracted directly from the context-free
bracketing by modeling head argument or head adjunct relations between a pair of
words. Stolcke et al. [29] built up a maximum entropy dependency language model
that uses the parses of utterances generated by Collins' parser trained on the CFGannotated version of the Switchboard corpus [71]. Chelba et al. 1331 combines word
prediction, tagging, and parsing into a uniform model that emp1oy:j EM algorithm
to optimize parameters. The training data for Chelba's model is extracted by using
headword percolation and binarization of the bracketed Penn Treebank corpus [33].
There are a few dependency grammar Treebanks. One important dependency treebank: is the Czech Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) [72] which contains around
480,000 words of general news, business news, and science articles annotated with dependency structures. However, there is no English corpus explicitly annotated with
dependency grammar information to aid in the development of CDG-based language
models.
A.s discussed in the introduction of this chapter, a goal of our work is to annotale

col.pora and then extract CDGs in the form of ARVs and ARVPs that have the quality
of

GZin Figure 2.2.

However, grammars extracted directly from annotated sentences

ma,y lack sufficient generality due to the fact that there is no mechanism in a sentence
to make use of class-based information as in a CFG. To alleviate this problem, we
have developed the concept of augmenting sentences with subgrammar invocations,
and annotating them to enumerate the ARYs and ARVPs more efficiently, as shown
in Fig 2.5 (the procedure in the figure will be described in detail in the following
sections). We hypothesize that by applying this nletllodology we will achieve improved
grammar gcnerality without a significant increase in ambiguity. We will evaluate the
two granlniar annotation methods in the following sections.

2.2

Experimental Corpus Overview
A set of experiments was conducted to compare the quality of the grammars in-

duced directly from sentences to those induced from subgrammar expanded sentences.
Learning curves obtained from the two approaches for a specific domain are examined,
and grammar generality to an unseen test set is evaluated. For this investigation, we
have chosen the DARPA Naval Resource Management [54] as our d-omain, which is
a task with a vocabulary of around 1,000 words made up of questions in the form of

wh-questions and yes/no-questions involving naval resources or conlrnands for controlling an interactive database and graphics display. An underlying grammar model
for this task was built from interviews of naval personnel familiar with naval resource
management tasks, and the grammar model was then used to generate corpora of
sentences read by a variety of speakers in order to generate the standard Resource
Management (RM) [54] and Extended Resource Management (RM2) [73] corpora.
RM contains 5,190 separate utterances (1,200 for training, 3,900 for testing) of 2,544
distinct sentences (2,244 training, 600 testing). For investigating grammar development approaches, we annotated the 2,844 sentences in the RM corpus in order to
obtain a variety of grammars. A sentence annotation describes a parse solution such
that for each role there is a certain role value assigned to it. The 2,844 sentences from
the ILM corpus were first annotated by language experts using the SE:NATOR anno-

tation tool ( a CGI (Common Gateway Interace) HTML script written in GNU C++
vei-sion 2.8.1 [53]). Then they were modified using a tool to replace certain strings
of words (and their corresponding annotations) with subgrammar invocations. We
have also built a conventional CDG designed to cover the RM corpus sentences. RM2
is used t o test the effectiveness of our grammars for improving speech recognition
accuracy. '4 set of sentences randomly generated from the underlyii~ggrammar, as a
representative of the RM task, is used t o test the generality of the grammars since

RhI2 does not cover the range of possible sentences in the domain.
We have chosen DARPA Naval Resource Management task for several reasons:
Rh'[ and RM2 are existing distinct speech corpora representing the same domain; the
sentences have both syntactic variety and reasonably rich semantics; the task has a
size that enables more extensive experimentation than would have been possible with
larger and more complicated corpora; and the underlying grammar that we are trying
to learn is well-defined.
Recall the basic elements of CDG (e.g., C, R, L , F) introduced in Chapter 1. For
the RM corpus, there are four roles: governor, needl, need2, and need3; 16 lexical categories: a d j , adv, c o n j , d e t , mod, noun, particle, p r e d e t , prep, pronoun,
propernoun, verb, month, c a r d i n a l , o r d i n a l , and comp; 24 labels;, and 13 lexical
feature types each with an appropriate set of feature values: subcat, a g r , case,
vtype (e.g., progressive), mood, gap, i n v e r t e d , volce, behavior (e.g., mass, count),
t y p e (e.g., interrogative, relative), semtype, t a k e s d e t , and conj t y p e .
In the next three subsections, we first introduce the 6 variatioils of extracting

.4Rj7P constraints from annotated sentences, which will be used in an active learning
method to speed up the annotation process. Second vrre describe in more detail the
grammar annotation efforts used for each annotation approach. We then evaluate
each approach on grammar size, generality, and ambiguity.
2.2.1

Methods of Extracting Constraints from Annotated Corpus

Recall that ARVs include the role, the label of its assigned role value, the category
and feature values of its word, and a C'C relation. In addition, we can also include

information about the category and features of the modifiee of a, role value (or a
role value pair), which we call modifiee constraints. When we include this modifiee
information in an ARV, the domain of ARVs becomes:

A t1 = C x

1;5 x

L x Fl x . . . x

Fk x UC x C x Fl x . . . x Fk to account for the lexical class and feature values of the
modifiee. Modifiee information in unary constraints imposes constraints that would
be captured in binary constraints, and so their use does not change grammar coverage;
hoivevcr, it does help improve parsing times by eliminating role values during the less
costly early stages of parsing [36]. 'Shis modifiee information is simple to extract from
annotated sentences [53] and is thus included in all ARVs by our gra,mmar extraction
methods.
ARVPs represent the information in a pair of role values assigned to roles, i.e.,
the role, the label of its assigned role value, and the category and kature values for
each, as well as the six BC positional relations. Modifiee information can also be
rep1:esented for each role value. When we include modifiee information in an ARVP,
it changes the domain to be: At2= C x R x L x Fl x . . . x Fk x C x R: x L x Fl x . . . x

Fk :< B ~ P X ~ ,XP BX ~~ M X ~ ,XMBX~ ~P X ~ , XMBCMXI,PZZ
Z~
X BCPX~,MX,
X B C P X ~ , MXX ~
C x Fl x . . . x Fk x C x Fl x . . . x Fk. The use of modifiee information in an ARVP
can be very restrictive, but at a cost of increased domain size.
13ecause the ARVP space is larger than the ARV space, using all ofthe information
associated with all pairs of role values could generate a very large and potentially
over-specific grammar. Hence, six variations for extracting ARVPs from annotations
were developed for systematic investigation. Each variation tests for. some subset of
information in the full ARVP with modifiee constraints. Some of this information
can be ignored in an attempt to obtain a more general grammar.

Full Mod: contains all grammar and feature information for all pairs of role
values from annotated sentences, as well as modifiee constraiiits. For a role
value pair in a sentence to be valid during parsing with this grammar, it must
match an extracted ARVP including modifiee constraints.

Full: like Full Mod without modifiee constraints. For a role value pair in
a sentence to be valid during parsing with this grammar, i-t must match an
extracted ARVP.

Feature Mod: contains all grammar relations between all pairs of role values,
but it considers feature information and modifiee constraints only for pairs that
are directly related by a modifiee link (i.e., one of the following relations is true
P x l = Mx2, Px2 = Mxl, or Mxl = Mx2). This grammar extraction method
is based on the belief that if two role values are not linked by a dependency
relation, then making use of their joint feature and modifiee infcormation may be
over-constraining. During parsing, if a role value pair is relatled by a modifiee
link, then it must match a corresponding ARVP with full feature and modifiee
constraints; otherwise, it must match an ARVP, ignoring feature and modifiee
constraints.
ID

Feature: like Feature Mod without modifiee constraints.
Direct Mod: stores only the grammar, feature, and modifiee information for
those pairs of role values that are directly related by a modifiee link. This
grammar extraction method is based on the belief that if two role values are
not linked by a dependency relation, then considering any information about
the pair may be over-constraining. During parsing, if a role value pair is related
by a modifiee link, then a corresponding ARVP must appear in the grammar
for it to be allowed; otherwise, the pair is disallowed.

a

Direct: like Direct Mod without modifiee constraints.

Clearly, the Full Mod grammars use all of the information available in a pair of role
values when parsing a sentence; whereas, the other variants relax constraints by selective1;y ignoring some of that informahion. This can also be thought of as compacting
the grammar as described by Krotov et al. [74] in that fewer constraints on the
gram.mar are maintained by each generalization technique, and the elimination of

1. procedure Selective Sampling () {
2.
Induce a loose grammar from n bootstrap annotated sentence examples.
3.
While there are unlabeled sentences {
4.
Parse each unlabeled sentence using the current learned grammar.
5.
Find m sentences that do not parse using the grammar.
6.
Have the annotator annotate the m sentences.
7.
Induce a new grammar using all annotated senter~ceexamples.

8.
9.

1

}

Fig. 2.4. Selective sampling algorithm.

constraints will never make a sentence unparsable if it was parsed with the uncompacted grammar. In addition to these grammar variations, other grammars can be
obtained by relaxing constraints on various feature types and also by reducing the
r din other
degree of the grammar (e.g., use only the governor role for each ~ ~ o as
dependency grammars).
In the next section, we introduce the procedure of applying arl active learning
metthod to speed up the annotation procedure using these grammar extraction variations.
2.2.2

The Sentence Grammar

First, we trained a grammar covering the 2,844 sentences in the Resource Management (RM) corpus. To acquire the grammar rules, we used an active learning,
selective sampling procedure similar to the one used by Thompson, Califf, and Mooney

(1999) [75]. Our selective sampling algorithm in Figure 2.4 uses our CDG parser as
the classifier to identify sentence instances about which it is uncertain. A grammar
expert then annotates the identified sentences using the SENATOR annotation tool,
and these are then incorporated into the classifier's grammar.
Initially, a bootstrap set of 196 hand-selected sentences were annotated using the
SENATOR tool. .4 Feature ARVIARVP grammar was induced from these annotated
sentences and then used to identify areas of the grammar (ARV-space and ARVPspace) that needed further exploration (specification). We next ran the selective

saimpling a.lgorithm on a subset of 600 sentences comprising the speaker-dependent
training material from the RM speech corpus. For the iterations of selective sampling, we extracted Feature ARV/ARVP grammars and changed the classifier bias
three times. The first bias did not use any feature information, the second utilized all
feakures except semantics, and the third employed all feature information. For each
grammar bias, we performed several iterations of selective sampling using a subset
of the sentences that still did not parse. Once all of the sentences in the subcorpus
suc:cessfully parsed using the current grammar bias, the bias was made more restrictive, and the process was repeated until the sentences parse under tihe strictest bias.
Then, the process was repeated on the entire corpus of the 2,844 sentences. Once all
sentences parsed using the same procedure applied to the 600 sentience subset, the
1,073 sentences that were parsed but not annotated using the SENATOR tool were
then displayed to human experts for verification.

2.2.3

The Subgrammar Expanded Sentence Grammar

'To implement our grammar learning method based on ~ubgramm~ar
expansion, we
used tools to replace phrases in the sentence annotations with subgrammar invocations. A subgrammar invocation forms a bridge between the words in the sentence
and the strings in the subgrammar that it represents. Each subgranimar in this experiment was produced by annotating appropriate strings of words. Figure 2.5 shows
an example where on April one in the original sentence "count ships on April one" is
replitced by a subgrammar invocation date-m. When viewing subgrainmar expanded
sentences with the sentence annotation tools, grammar invocations are seen as words
with the subgrammar's name, which have an associated set of roles to be assigned role
valuc:s, e.g., the subgrammar invocation date-m in the updated annotmationof "count
ships date-m" in Figure 2.5. From the perspective of extracting .4RVs and ARVPs
from the grammar, the grammar invocation is a bridge for combining the role values
of the subgrammar with the role values of the sentence.
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mnnomtlon for "counlshlps on April one"

wunt
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me tlrst of April
dalu-rn
on Aprll One

Fig. 2.5. Block diagram showing the replacement of a string of worcls by a grammar
invocation for a subgrammar created by annotating phrases.

A. :SubgrammarInvocations
14 subgrammar invocation acts as a bridge, linking the annotated phrases that
define the subgrammar with the words in the sentence. For the annotation process,
they- are treated similarly t o words with concrete lexical categories such as noun
and verb in annotations.

h subgrammar invocation

may obtain category and lexical

feature information from the head of the annotated phrases used to generate the
subgrammar.
For our experiment on the RM corpus, four types of s11bgramma.r~were created
(the types of subgrammars for other corpora may include but not be limited to the
following types):

1. Regular Subgrammars: are created for phrases that can be represented as

a regular grammar (e.g., date, time, coordinate, number). An example of a
regular subgrammar can be seen in Figure 2.5. The subgra,mmar i~lvocation
date-m has a single governor role to annotate, and it is assigned role value pp-

2. This denotes that the head of the phrases takes the role of prepositional
phrase and its head is governed by the word in position 2, i.e, ships. This
role value is used (in parallel) as the governor role value folr the head word
of each annotated phrase as on April one, on one April, and so on in the list
of subgranzmar annotations shown in Figure 2.5. Note the head word of each
phrase is shown in bold face in Figure 2.5, for example, the head word of the
phrase on April one is the word on.

2. Uniform Semantic Subgrammars: are created to aggregate phrases that
have a similar semantic function in the sentence and that are linked into the
sentence using the same types of role values. The heads of the phrases in
these subgrammars can link into the sentence through both their governor and
need roles. For example, sometimes subgrammar invocations representing noun
phrases must determine whether a determiner is present, requiring the use of a
need role. Need roles are defined for these kinds of subgrammar invocations to
ensure that the grammatical requirements are met within the sentence.

3. Optional Word Subgrammars: are created to deal with words that may
be optional in the language. For exaniple, if the word displacements can be
modified by a variety of determiners in the corpus (e.g., the, all, all the, all of
the), but the determiner is optional, the annotation for the sentence Display
the average displacements could be expanded as Display (optdet3p) average
displacements, where (optdet3p) represents all appropriate determiners with
agr as 3p, as well as no determiner (in this case, we create ,a dummy word
epsdon to represent a white space).

4. Mixed Semantic Subgrammars: are created to deal with the use of mixed
phrase types that express a similar semantics but use diffcrent role value labels to express the role value relation, such as relative clauses and prepositional

phrases, which are often used in the same context but with dramatically different syntactic configurations and role labels. For example, Display speeds of

ships i n the Pacific Ocean can be expanded as Display speeds of ships (rel-pp),
where rel-pp represents phrases such as i n the Pacific Ocean and that are i n

the Pacific Ocean. The labels of roles for mixed semantic s-ubgrammar invocations are defined as blank, and during the procedure of gra,mmar extraction
on subgrammar expanded sentences, labels are determined from their values
in subgrammar annotations instead of from the annotation of the subgrammar
invocation.
For RM corpus, we created 12 Regular, 57 Uniform Semantic, 22 Optional Word, and

2 hIixed Semantic subgrammars.

B. Transforming Annotated Sentences into Sentences with Subgrammar
Invocations
Two steps were required for transforming sentence annotations into sentences
containing subgrammar invocations:

1. Find sentences for expansion: we used a grammar pattern matching tool
named find-sentencematch developed by White [53] to identify sets of target
sentences for subgrammar expansion. The tool is a Unix command line executable program that takes one or more options that specify the search criteria.
As an example, the command:

"fi n d - s e n t e n c e m a t ch l a b e l l=VP -mod3-sem-type=display'"
returns all annotated sentences that contain a role value assigned to the governor
role with the label V P such that its modifiee has a sem-type feature (sem-type
feature denotes the semantics of the word) with the value as display ji.e., this
word describes an act'ion of displaying some object or is a device for displaying
some object), that is, the target sentences include a verb with an object of type

display. We employed this tool to identify the set of annotated sentences to be
expanded with certain subgrammars.

2. Replace phrases with subgrammars: strings of words

ill

each set of sen-

tences were targeted for replacement by a subgrammar invocation using the
subgrammar invocation conversion tool developed in C++, which determine
the appropriate role values to be assigned to the roles of the subgrammar invocation and updated the annotation information for the other words in the
sentence. For each subgrammar invocation, a separate input file is prepared
which enumerates all annotated sentences to be transformed with the subgrammar invocation in question. The file is a list of string candidates in each target
sentence found using find-sentencematch to be replaced with a subgrammar
invocation. For example, in the following sentence:
list MIDPAC's deployments on eight October
the phrase "on eight October" can be replaced by the subgrammar invocation date-m and generalized to include all possible date phrases in the domain.
Hence, in the input file for the subgrammar invocation date-m, an entry of "22,
(on) eight October" was created, where "22" is a unique sentence identification number, the phrase "on eight October" is to be replaced by subgrammar
invocation date-m, and "on" is the head word, which will delegate the labels
and modifiees from its sentence annotation to the heads of the phrases in the
subgrammar.

13y expanding sentences with subgrammar invocations, the annotation of one sentence is equivalent to the annotation of a set of sentences, permitting all possible
relat,ions between the words in the sentence and the subgrammar to be learned at
one time. We hypothesize that by inducing grammars from a corpus of sentences
cont,aining subgrammar invocations, grammar generality will be improved. However,
it is our goal not to add spurious ambiguity due to the creation of inappropriate subgrammars. One way to achieve this goal is to carefully create subgra,mmars that do
not overgeneralize on a specific feature. For example, the agr feature of a noun phrase
is important when deciding whether t'o allow a particular determiner to modify it or

to allow a determiner to be optional, hence, it makes sense t o distinguish determiners
based on this feature. This precaution is consistent with our goal of inducing grammars with characteristics of grammar Gz in Figure 2.2, i.e, grammars with precise
although sufficient coverage.
To achieve this goal, subgrammars are created in a controlled way according to
two criteria:

generality:
The creation of each subgrammar is expected to have the ability to generalize.
Structures that occur infrequently are not considered valuable for subgrammar
generation.

lexical category and feature discrimination:
Some subgrammars can be viewed as descendents of a more general subgrammar
with more restrictions on the allowed lexical categories and feature values for the
head of the phrases in the subgrammar annotations. There a.re three features
that have been used to develop branching subgrammars: subcategorization
(063, obj+up:ing, etc.), agr, and type (common, interrogatiut:, wh, etc.). For
example, subgrammar invocations show-obj, show-ing and show-loc represent
subgrammars of the more general subgrammar show with head words having
subcategorization values of obj (the verb expects an object), obj+vp:ing (the
verb expects an object with a progressivc com p lement) arid obj+pp:loc (the
verb expects an object followed by a prepositional phrase deno-ting a location).
Since verbs with these different subcat features have different expectations, we
produce a subgrammar for each type.

C. Adapting the Grammar Extraction Method for Sentences Containing
Subgrammar Invocations
As has been shown, annotating a sentence containing grammar invocations is
equivalent to annotating a potentially large set of sentences, permitting all possible
relations between the words in the sentence and the subgrammar to be learned at

one time. The CDG grammar extraction tool was modified to support the use of
subgrammar invocations in the annotated sentences. After updating sentences to use
subgrammar invocations, they may contain multiple subgrammar in~vocations.In our
experiment, there were only 101 plain sentences; whereas, 644 conta,in 1 subgrammar
invocation, 857 contain 2 subgrammar invocations, 756 contain 3, 448 contain 4, 216
contain 5, 60 contain 6, and 8 contain 7 subgrammar invocations. Note that many
subgrammar invocations contain a number of annotated phrases. For example, there
are 54 annotations defining the subgrammar dale-m. A naive method of extracting
ARYs and ARVPs would be to create all possible sentences and then extract ,4RVs
ancl.4RVPs from roles associated with each sentence. This method is computationally
infeasible, so we have developed a more efficient methodology.
To extract ARVs and ARVPs from subgrammar expanded sentences, we used a
procedure in which the sentences containing subgrammar invocations were expanded
into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) by linking in the annotations corresponding to
each of the subgrammar invocations. This is best illustrated by the example (show)
(optdet3p) ships, whose DAG is shown in Figure 2.6. Part (a) of the figure shows the
ann'otation of the subgrammar expanded sentence (show) (optdet3p) ships, with lexical category, feature values, and role-label-modifiee information given for each word.
To :;implify the presentation, we represent the modifiee using the word associated
with a modifiee instead of its position. For example, the need role for (show) is labeled as S-ships instead of S-(position), since ships has a varying position depending
on the path. During grammar extraction, the word (show) invokes the subgrammar
macro-show, with the role value up-nil assigned to the governor role and S-ships assigned t o the need role. Part (b) of the figure depicts the DAG generated just prior
to A.RV/ARVP extraction. In the DAG, all subgrammar invocations ((show) and
(opttiet3p)) have been expanded with the annotated phrases defining the subgrammar. A dummy node was used when expanding immediately adjacent subgrammar
invocations A and B so that if there are m annotation variations for A and n annotalion variations for B, we need only rn

+ n directed edges instead of rn . n edges

in the DAG. Note the dummy node carries no lexical or syntactic information, so
introducing it simply reduces the space complexity of the procedure.
Next, we simply traverse the graph and extract ARVs from the I-olevalues associated with each word node. Extracting ARVPs is carried out by traversing the graph
and extracting ARVPs from all pairs of role values that can co-occur on a sentence
path. This procedure represents an efficient mechanism for learning about alternative
structures within a single framework.

2.3; Experimental Setup and Results
While updating the RM sentence annotations with subgrammars, we identified two
types of phrases that could not be correctly modeled by the process of simply replacing words with subgrammar invocations: conjunctions of noun phrases (NPs) with
determiners and coordinate phrases (e.g., seventy east twenty nine north). To cover
all possible combinations of an NP conjunction with determiners, we had to produce
two additional alternative forms of the sentence containing the conjunction in order to
allow for the alternative patterns of determiner placement in the conjunction. In the
2,844 RM sentences, there were 106 sentences with NP conjunctions; two alternatives
were added for each, giving 222 new sentences for the corpus. Sentences containing
coordinates in our corpus also required some attention. To enable the parser to reject ungrammatical sentences such as How fast could the Reeves get to seventy south

twenty nine north, we have defined different semantic types for north and south versus east and west. However, there is no ordering requirement on north/south and
eastlwest in the corpus. Hence, for each of the 34 coordinate sentences in RM, we
added the alternative ordering.
Two distinct sets of annotations were used in this investigation. The first was
comprised of the sentcnce annotations, and the second consisted of subgrammar exp anded sentence annotations based on the RM training corpus. Because a total of

246 <annotatedsentences were added to the subgrammar expanded sentence corpus,
we added a matching set of 246 sentence annotations to the sentence corpus, giving a
corpils size of 3,090 sentences for each annotation approach. In order to compare the

twso grammar annotation methods, we extracted the six CDG extraction variations
from sentence annotations and from subgrammar expanded sentence annotations of
the RM sentences. We hypothesize that learning grammars from a corpus of subgramma,r expanded sentences will improve grammar generality dramatically. However, this
generality could come at the cost of increased spurious ambiguity, and thus decreased
gra.mmar precision.
We first compared the sizes of each grammar variation for each grammar annotation method. As can be seen in Table 2.1, adding subgrammizr invocations to
sentences increases grammar size regardless of the extraction method. The Full Mod
var.iation grows much more dramatically in size compared to the other extraction
mei,hods. Additionally, the grammars with modifiee constraints seem to grow more
quickly than their counterparts without those constraints. These results show that
by expanding sentences with subgrammars, we are able to learn more rules, and
hopefully the added rules will translate into better grammar generality.
Table 2.1
The number of ARVs and ARVPs extracted for each of the grammar extraction
methods given each grammar annotation method (i.e., Sentences (denoted Sentence)
and Subgrammar Exparlded Sentences (denoted Expanded)).
Extraction
Sentence Expanded Increase 1
286.066
797.124
178.7%
1
Full Mod
..
Full
284,506
67.5%
169,842
82,918
61.7% ,'
51,296
Feature Mod
1 Feature
1 37.278 1 49,578 1 33.0% I
I Direct Mod I 42.936 1 72,010 1 67.7% 1
38,670
33.7%
Direct
28,918
23.1%
4.508
5.551
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Next, we examined the learning rates of sentence grammars and subgrammar
expanded sentence grammars for the RM corpus. For this experiment, we randomly
selected sets of sentences representing 10,20,.. . ,100 percent of the corpus, sampling
three times for each percentage. The same training sets were used to evaluate each
annotation method; the only difference was in how the sentences were annotated. As

call be seen in Figure 2.7, the grammars extracted directly from sentences do not
learn the rules of the grammar as quickly as the subgrammar expanded sentences.
Furthermore, the six sentence grammar variations show greater differences in their
learning rates compared to the subgrammar expanded sentence grammar variations.
This suggests that expanding sentences with subgrammars enables a grammar to be
learned more rapidly than using sentences directly, even though the number of rules
to learn is larger.
Next, we used the same random training sets described above t,o evaluate the
generality of the grammars learned using 10,20,. . . ,90 percent of the corpus as the
training set and the unseen sentences (the remaining 90,80,. . . , l o percent of the
corpus, respectively) as the testing set. We measured the average percentage of the
test sentences successfully parsed for each training set size, and the results are shown
in Figure 2.8. Clea.rly, the subgrammar expa.nded annotations generalize much better
to the unseen test set than the sentence only annotations. Furthermore, the differences
between the six grammar extraction methods are reduced by using 5.ubgrammars.
'To further evaluate the quality of the sentence and subgrammar expanded sentence grammars extracted from the entire corpus, we tested them on a test set of
4,946 sentences randomly generated from the underlying grammar model for the Resource Management Task. The coverage of each grammar is shown in Table 2.2. The
subg;rammar expanded sentence grammars all parsed over 90% of the test sentences
regardless of the extraction method. In contrast, the sentence graminars ha.d coverages ranging from a low of 34% to a high of 77%. The coverage of a hand-written
conventional CDG designed to cover the RM corpus sentences was 98.63%, which
is comparable to the coverage attained by all but one of the subgrammar expanded
corpus-based grammars.
PLlthough the CDGs extracted from subgrammar expanded sentences had a greater
generality than any of the sentence CDGs, it may have achieved that generality at
the cost of added parse ambiguity. Hence, we also measured the parse ambiguit.~
for
each method, which is shown in Table 2.3. Clearly ambiguity increased as a result of

using subgrammar expanded sentence annotations; however, the increase was quite
minor for most of the grammar extraction methods, except for Direct. However, the
average parse ambiguity for the Direct variant was still smaller than the average parse
ambiguity for the hand-written CDG, which was 3.52.
Table 2.2
Percentage of randomly generated sentences parsed for each grammar extraction
and each grammar annotation method (i.e., Sentences (denoted Sentence) and
Subgrammar Expanded Sentences (denoted Expanded).

I
1

Extraction
Full Mod
Full
Feature Mod
Feature
Direct Mod
Direct
Conventional

/

Sentence Expanded
33.83%
94.74%
53.30%
98.16%
64.68%
97.86%
74.61%
99.17%
66.05%
97.94%
76.67%
99.20%
98.63%

I

1
1

Table 2.3
Average sentence ambiguity for each grammar extraction method and each
grammar annotation method (i.e., Sentences (denoted Sentence) and Subgrammar
Expanded Sentences (denoted Expanded).

1 Extraction

/ Sentence I E x ~ a n d e dI

Full Mod
Feature Mod
Feature
Direct Mod
Direct
Conventional

1.08
1.17
1.35

1.52
1.25
2.49
3.52

We also evaluated the quality of sentence grammars versus subgrammar expanded
sentence grammars by using them to post-process the output from a speech recognizer.
The speech recognizer [76] was a hidden Markov model (HMM) implemented using
HTK Version 2.1 [77]. Recognition was achieved using a token-passing implementation of the Viterbi algorithm, the output of which was a lattice that we converted to

a compressed word graph representation [76]. The recognizer was trained on the RM
corpus [54] and tested on the RM2 corpus [73]. Baseline word and sentence accuracies
are included in Table 2.4. We have included both the word and sentence accuracy
for the top scoring acoustic hypothesis from the HMM, as well as tlie accuracy after
rescoring using a trigram language model generated from the RM training set using
the modified Kneser-Ney smoothing method with discount paramet.ers optimized on
held-out data [78]. Given the word lattice generated by HTK, selection of the top
hypothesis with respect to the trigram probabilities was carried out by combining
these probabilities, weighted by a grammar scale factor, with the known acoustic
likelihoods. A uniform cost search, which expands arcs for each possible trigram or
bigram context in order of the current minimum cost path, was used for searching the
1atl;ices. Sentence accuracy and word accuracy (using the US NIST scoring method)
on the RM2 test set was computed as a function of the grammar scale factor, and
the best value was chosen as a conservative baseline comparison for CDG. As a final
point of comparison, the handwritten CDG developed for the RM corpus was used to
parse the word graphs output by our speech recognizer, returning the path with the
highest acoustic score that had a parse. If there were no parsable paths, the parser
returned the highest scoring acoustic plus trigram hypothesis.
Given these baselines, we next evaluated the ability of our corpus-extracted CDGs
to identify the correct sentence hypothesis. Our corpus-extracted CDG was used to
parse the word graphs, returning the sentence with the highest acoustic score that
had a parse. If there were no parsable paths, the parser returned the highest scoring
acoustic plus trigram hypothesis. As can be seen in Figure 2.9, the accuracy of all
of the corpus-extracted grammars is very similar on the

RM

training set; however,

there is clearly an interaction between annotation method and extraction method on
the RM2 test set. All of the expanded grammars do significantly better than their
sentence grammar counterparts, as well as the baseline measures in Table 2.4. The
Full grammar variations (i.e., Full and Full Mod) extracted directly from sentences
hage a significantly lower accuracy than the other sentence-extracted grammars, the

Table 2.4
RM2 Sentence Accuracies (S Acc.) and Word Accuracies ( W Acc.) for the HMM
alone: as well as after rescoring using a trigram (+ 3-gram) language model, and a
hand-written CDG (+ HW CDG).

1 Information
i HMM

Acoustic

S Acc.
69.58

W Acc. (
94.19 1

trigram language model, and the hand-written CDG. This suggeljts that the Full
anti Full Mod sentence grammars do not generalize very well t o the RM2 test set;
ho~wever,the relaxed versions of the sentence grammars perform better than the
baseline systems.
2.4

Conclusions
This chapter has evaluated two approaches of learning CDGs from annotated

corpora: one is based directly on sentence annotations and the other uses subgrammar
augmented sentences. Learning curves and parsing results on the test set as well as
the efficacy of the grammars in selecting the correct hypothesis in a speech recognition
task show that learning grammars from subgrammar expanded sentences dramatically
improves the grammar learning rate and generality with very little increase in parse
a~nbiguity.The success of this grammar development methodology suggests that it
would be effective for developing other domain-specific CDGs for speech recognition
tasks and for intelligently increasing the size of a training set for (leveloping a high
quality stochastic CDG grammar. This methodology presented here is not limited to
CDG learning. We believe that the method of learning grammars from subgrammar
expanded sentences provides an original attempt to build grammars from corpora
with precise although sufficient coverage, i.e., they include the corrlect utterance in a
focused manner for a domain, so that they can be very helpful in a domain-specific
speech recognition task (i.e., they implement the desired grammar G2 depicted in

Figure 2.2).

The work in this chapter can be further improved by investigating

clulstering and rule induction approaches to automatically identify phrases that would
benefit from expansion by a subgrammar.
Chapter 3 investigates the use of enriched POS tags (called SujterARVs) to construct a statistical language model for a speech recognition task. The corpus of parses,
generated by the CDG parser for R M and RM2 using the Full Modgrammar extracted
froin subgrammar expanded sentences, will be used as the training and testing set for
this language modeling task.

<show>

macro-show
G: vp-nil
Need: S-ships

ships

macro-optdet3p
G: blank-ships

noun
case = common
behavior = count
type = none
sem-type = water-vehicle
number = 3p
G: np-<show>
Need: det-ptr-<optdet3p>

(a) Annotation of a sentence expanded with subgrammars

n

(b) The DAG generated before extracting ARVIARVPs

Fig. 2.6. This figure depicts the DAG created prior to extracting the ARVs and
ARVPs for the augmented sentence: show (optdet3p) ships.
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Fig. 2.7. Grammar coverage for sentence grammars and subgrammar expanded
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Fig. 2.9. Post-processing word graphs produced for utterances in RM and RM2.

3. Investigating Language Modeling Using Enriched
Constraint Dependency Grammar Tags
Chapter 2 described two approaches for learning Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) from annotated corpora. The learned grammars were then used by a
CIIG parser to act as a post-processing filter on the output of a s.peech recognizer.
Generally speaking, this is a deterministic language modeling paradigm. Recently,
research work on building statistical language models (SLMs) that capture more syntactic and semantic information from natural language is becoming more prominent
in the speech recognition research community. For example, Heeman [ l l ]reported
that incorporating part-of-speech (POS) tags into a word-based SLhI reduces perplexity and increases recognition accuracy for a speech recognition task on a corpus of
human-human task-oriented dialogues. Joshi and Srinivas [79] developed the concept
of Supertags (Super POS tags), which are the elementary structures of Lexicalized
Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG), encoding lexical dependencies and syntactic informittion. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, a supertag is an elementary tree: associated
with each word of the sentence, The price includes two companies. Note that D,
N, and V are POS tags, while NP, VP, and S are non-terminal labels, NP*, NPo,
and N P l are extra non-terminal labels defined in Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar [8]. Although supertags capture dependency information, they do not explicitly
incorporate lexical feature information. Joshi and Srinivas constructed a supertagbased n-gram language model and compared it with a POS-based n-gram language
model developed by Niesler and Woodland [80] on the Wall Street Journal corpus.
They found their model achieved a 13.59% perplexity reduction.
These results suggest that POS and syntactic information can be used t o build bettel- SLMs. We hypothesize that high quality language models can be constructed by
combining lexical feature information with syntactic constraint information. We will
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Fig. 3.1. An example of supertags for each word in the sentence "The price includes
two companies."

derive a structure called a SuperARV which combines lexical feature and syntactic
dependencies and expectations into a lexicalized tag. We believe that by incorporating; these SuperARVs into a word-based language model, the quality of the language
model will be improved compared to both word-based language rnodels and POSbased language models. The improvement will be measured using both perplexity
and word/sentence error rate reduction. To verify this hypothesis, mre have conducted
experiments evaluating SuperARV tagging accuracy, as well as the performance of a
language model constructed by incorporating SuperARVs into a word-based language
model on the Resource Management (RM) corpus described in Chapter 2.
In this chapter, we introduce the concept of SuperARVs, evaluate the performance
of n-gram SuperARV tagging using a variety of smoothing techniclues, and then investigate a Super ARV-based language model in a speech recognition task. In Section
3.1.' we review research on word-based language models as well as language modeling
techniques that use additional information such as POS tags. Section 3.2 illustrates
the concept of SuperARVs. Section 3.3 briefly describes the experimental setup. Various smoothing techniques for n-gram SuperARV tagging are evaluated and compared
in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, SuperARV-based language models are evaluated and
compared t o word-based and POS-based language models. The conclusion appears
in Section 3.6.

3.1

Introduction
The acoustic signal of a spoken utterance is often too weak to accurately identify

the words in the utterance. Hence, speech recognizers employ a 1a.nguage model to
improve accuracy by using information about the likelihood of word sequences. The
recognition problem is defined as follows [81]:

- arg max P r ( A 1 W) P r ( W )
w
Pr(A)
= argmaxPr(4 I W)Pr(W)
W

The last line in the above equation contains two probabilities that need to be estimated: P r ( A 1 W ) from the acoustic model and P T ( W )from the language model. By
~ be expressed
the chain rule, the language model for a sequence of N words W 1 , can
as follows:

Due to the sparseness of the training data, it is impossible to estimate probabilities
conditioned on the complete history. Consequently, equivalence c:lasses are defined
annong the contexts Wl,i-l. These can be defined by using a n n-gra11-Lwindow language
m'odel [81]. Additionally, smoothing techniques such as interpolated estimation [7] or
ba,ckoff [82] can be used.
POS tags have been used as a basis of equivalence classes [I;:I.] since the POS
tag of a word is influenced by and influences the neighboring words and their POS
tags. Jelinek's POS-based language model. [81] sums probability over all possible POS
sequences for a word sequence as follows:

where P r ( W;

1 Wl,;-l PI,;)is called the lexical probability and Pr(P; 1

Wl,;-1 PI,;-1)the

corstextual probability. However, this approach is not as effective at predicting word
candidates as an n-gram word-based language model. Srinivas [8] reported a 24.5%
increase in perplexity using this model when compared to a word-based model on the
Wall Street Journal corpus; Niesler and Woodland. [9] reported an 1.1.3%increase on
the: LOB corpus; and Kneser and Ney [lo] reported a 3% increase on the LOB corpus.
Heeman [ll]improved POS-based language models by redefining the speech recognition problem so that it jointly finds the best word and POS tag sequence. Under
this assumption, the speech recognition problem is redefined as:

P r ( A ( W, P ) P r ( W , P)
w,p
Pr(A)
= arg max P r ( A I W, P ) P r ( W , P)
-

arg max

w,p

Using this model, Heeman obtained a perplexity reduction of 8.9% and an absolute
word error rate reduction of 1.1% compared to a word-based 1a:nguage model on
the Trains Corpus [12]; on the Wall Street Journal corpus, he achieved a perplexity
improvement of 23.4% in comparison to a word-based backoff model.
Joshi and Srinivas [79] defined a supertag as the elementary structure of the Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG). Supertags localize dependencies, including
long distance dependencies, by requiring that all and only the dependent elements
be present within the same structure. They argued that a supertag-based language
model is similar to a class-based language model except that the classes are based
on supertags. Therefore, their supertag-based trigram language model for a k-word
word sequence W is defined as:

where P r ( W ) is the probability of the word sequence W, and c i 7s isre classes defined
by supertags. Note that this model is similar to Jelinek's POS-based language model

[811 in that it sums probability over all possible supertag sequences for a word sequence. This model is based on the traditional definition of speech recognition, thus
is different from Heeman's POS-based language model [ll]which we will adopt for a
SuperARV-based language model. Our SuperARV-based language model jointly finds
the best word sequence and its best tag sequence. The effect of this difference in the
definition of speech recognition needs to be evaluated in future work of comparing
our SuperARV-based language model to Srinivas' supertag-based language model.
Joshi and Srinivas compared their supertag-based n-gram language model with a
PCIS-based n-gram language model developed by Niesler and Woo'dland [80] on the
Wztll Street Journal corpus and found the supertag-based language model achieved
a 1.8.13% perplexity reduction over the POS-based approach [79]. Our SuperARVbaljed language model should be compared to this supertag approach. However, due
t o the absence of a common corpus annotated with CDG and supertag information,
we will not compare our language model with theirs in this proposal; however, work
that will be described in Chapter 4 will support a comparison prior to the completion
of the thesis.
In the next section, we will define the concept of SuperARV

--

a lexically and

sy:ntactically enriched tag.
3.:2 CDG and SuperARVs
CDG, which we initially defined in Chapter 1, can be 1exicalize:dby constructing
all possible tuples of ARVs that can be jointly assigned to all of the roles for each
lexical item with a particular set of features, together with ordering constraints on the
passitions of the dependents. The resulting structure is called a Supel-ARV. SuperARVs
encode lexical dependencies as well as syntactic and semantic constraints in a uniform
re:presentation that is more fine-grained than part-of-speech (POS) based classes. A
Sz~perARV is defined as the four-tuple for a word, (C, F, (R, L, UC)+, B C ) , where C
is the lexical category of the word, F is the feature set representing F = {Fnumel =
F,ualuel,.. . , F N a m e , = FVa.luef}, (where Fname; is the name of a feature and
Fe~alue;is its corresponding value), (R, L, UC)+ is a list of one or more three-

tuples, each representing an ARV for a role value assignment, where R is a role, L
is a role label, and UC is the unary constraint specifier. BC represents all bina.ry
constraint specifiers ordering the position of the word and the positions of all of its
role modifiees. Figure 3.2 gives an example of a SuperARV. Notice that this schema
provides an explicit way to organize information concerning one consistent set of
dependency links for a word.
Category: Verb,
Features: {VerbType=past,Voice=active, Inverted=yes, Gapp=gap,Mood=wh,
Role=G, Label=VP, (PX > MX)

( G o v e r n e d by a w o r d on i t s l e f t )

Role=Needl, Label=& (PX < MX)

( N e e d a m o d i f i ee o n

Role=Need2, Label=S, (PX < MX)

(Need

Role=Need3, Label=S, (PX = MX)

( N o m o d i f ie e )

i t s r i g h t-)

a m o d i f i ee on i t s r i g h t )

Dependent Positional Constraints:

F:ig. 3.2. The SuperARV of the word did in the sentence what did you learn. Note:

G represents the governor role; the Needl, Need2, and Need3 roles are used t o ensure
tlne constraints that the requirements of the word are met. PX and MX represent
the position of a word and its modifiee, respectivel,~.

SuperARVs can be accumulated from a corpus parsed (or annotated) with CDG
relations and stored directly in the CDG lexicon t o be used t o selectively generate
role values that meet their constraints. Some words will have more SuperARVs than
others. For example, determiner entries are quite simple because they only have a
single role t o control, i.e., the governor role (the role linking the word t o its head),
and their head is always t o the right of their position. Verbs and conjunctions have
the greatest SuperARV ambiguity. We have chosen t o include nine of the features
defined in Chapter 2 for the RM corpus in our SuperARV tagging, namely, a g r ,
c a s e , v t y p e (e.g., progressive), mood, gap, i n v e r t e d , v o i c e , behilvior (e.g., mass,

count), t y p e (e.g., interrogative, relative). Note a g r , c a s e , v t y p e , b e h a v i o r , and
t y p e can be determined from the morphological information of a word, while mood,
gap, i n v e r t e d , and v o i c e are dependent on the usage of a word in a, parse and so can
be learned from the corpus. The features such as semtype and subc:at are ignored in
SuperARVs since they are encoded in the dependency relations between SuperARVs,
thus can be implicitly learned from SuperARV co-occurrence statis-tics.

3.3

Experimental Setup

We will perform several experiments using the speaker-independent DARPA Resource Management task: the standard Resource Management corpus (RM) and the
Extended Resource Management corpus (RM2), as described in Ch.apter 2. The first
experiment evaluates the performance of HMM models for SuperARV tagging using
various smoothing techniques. Since a large training set size is preferred for some
smoothing strategies that use held-out data to optimize parameters, we combine RM
and RM2 together for this experiment, referring the combination as the SNOR corpus.
The second experiment investigates the performance of a SuperAR'V-based language
model using RM for training and RM2 for testing.

3.4 SuperARV Tagging Using HMM

A high quality SuperARV language model is built upon a highly accurate underlying SupeARV tagger. In this work, we use an HMM model for SuperARV tagging.
The goal of an HMM is to determine the most likely sequence of states that generates
the output symbols. In our case, we wish to obtain the most likely sequence of SupeicARVs given the word sequence. We have chosen the n-gram model for SuperARV
tagging and language modeling since n-gram language models have proven to be fast
and robust. To obtain the most likely sequence of SuperARVs for a sentence, we
use a full second-order Viterbi algorithm following Thede et al. [83]. We choose this
algorithm because it uses more contextual information in calculating lexical probabilities than the standard trigram Viterbi algorithm used by many taggers. Assuming

there are P words in a sentence with

I-,
and

v, being the p t h SuperARV and word

in the sentence, respectively, the most probable SuperARV sequence for the sentence
is given by:

+ = a r g m a x Pr(r1,r 2 , .. . ,

rp)

x Pr(v1, v2,. . .

,UP

I r 1 , ~ 2 ,... , TP)

In the full second-order HNIM model, we use the following approxi~nations:

Note that Pr(rnI

rn-2,

rn-l)is called the contextual probability and. P r ( v n

I

rn)

the lexical probability. These probabilities are estimated using a corpus where each
word was tagged with its correct SuperARV. Note that the full second-order Viterbi
3

Algorithm has a running time of O(NT ), where N is the length of the sentence and

T is the size of SuperARV space (asymptotically equivalent to that of a standard
trigram Viterbi algorithm).
Although the full second-order HMM is a more precise approxima,tion of the underlying probabilities for the language, a problem can arise from sparseness of data when
enlarging the window of history, especially for lexical probability (estimations. Due
to sparseness, smoothing techniques are quite important for the task. For SuperARV
tagging, we need to smooth two different probability distributions, i.e, the contextual
probabilities Pr(rn I rnP2,

3.11.1

and the lexical probabilities P r ( v n I rnPl,
r,).

Smoothing Probability Distributions

Smoothing is a technique for adjusting the maximum likelihood estimate of probabilities, which has been used to address the sparse data problem in n-gram models.
For the task of word-based n-gram language modeling, Chen and Goodman [4] have
err~piricallycompared a wide variety of smoothing techniques on the Brown corpus,
the Wall Street Journal corpus (WSJ), the North American Business news corpus

(NAB), the Switchboard corpus, and the Broadcast News corpus. In particular, they
investigated the smoothing methods developed by Jelinek et al. [84], Katz [82], Witten and Bell [85], Ney et al. [86], and Kneser et al. [87].
Chen and Goodman [4] demonstrated that the Modified Knestr-Ney smoothing
(adapted by Chen et al. from the algorithm defined by Kneser et al. [87]) and
its variations consistently outperform all of the other algorithms tihey investigated,
over all training set sizes and corpora for both bigram and trigra,m models. They
found that Katz smoothing method [82] performed second best for medium and large
training set size. They also found that Katz smoothing most accurately smoothed
12-grams with large counts, while modified Kneser-Ney was best for small counts.
Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [84] was comparable to Katz when the training set size
wa,s small [4]; however, the model requires the bucketing of interpcllation coefficients

A':; and training the X's using the Baum-Welch algorithm, a far :more complicated
procedure compared to Katz smoothing.
To investigate smoothing methods for SuperARV tagging, we have chosen Katz
smoothing and the two variations of modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (denoted as KNMod-Heldout and KN-Mod-Fix) due to the investigations by Chen and Goodman [4].
We have also chosen Linear Discounting and Witten-Bell smoothing because they
are both frequently used simple smoothing techniques in existing language modeling
toolkits [88, 891. Finally, we have chosen the log-based smoothing (denoted as Thede
smoothing) developed by Thede et al. [83] because it contributes to the high accuracy
of a state-of-the-art full second-order POS tagger on the WSJ and Brown corpora 1831.
This smoothing strategy does not require held-out data to optimize parameters and
is thus computationally inexpensive. We have chosen these smoothing methods based
or( the belief that since SuperARVs are syntactically and lexically enriched tags, they
may share probability distribution characteristics with both POS tags and words.
Consequently, we will compare the empirically "best" smoothing strategies for wordbased language modeling and POS tagging on our SuperARV tagging task. We will
not investigate the effect of other techniques such as class-based [13] and decision-

tree models [16], which can be indirectly applicable in n-gram models, in our full
second-order HMM SuperARV language model.
These smoothing techniques are defined below as well as their adaptation to SuperfiRV tagging. Note n, denotes the number of events occurring r times and c(z)
the (count of event s

.

Also note all smoothing equations are presented here only for

the :n-gram contextual probability p(ri

1 T~~I:+~) (with the (n - l)th-order probability

1 T~~I:+~)); however, it is simple to obtain the lexical smoothing equations for
P(wi I T ~ ~ - ~ +(with
,)
the (n - ljth-order probability as P(wi I T : - ~ + ~ ) ) .

as pyri

Linear Discounting: The maximum likelihood estimate for the probability of an
event E which occurs r times out of a possible R is P(E) = r / R . In the case of sparse
data, however, the maximum likelihood estimate may be overly tuned for observed
events while underestimating the probability of unobserved ones. To correct this bias,
it is common to redistribute some probability mass from the observed events to the
unseen ones (events not appearing in the training data) by discounting the observed
counts by a discount coeficient d,. Then we obtain a modified count r*, defined as
r* = rd,. and a revised probability estimate of P(E) = r*/R. In Linear Discounting,
a quantity proportional to each count is subtracted from the count .~tselfby setting
d,. = 1- a . Then Linear Discounting assigns the same probability to unseen events as
in Good-Turing discounting [go] by setting d, = 1 -

R'

where R is the total number

of events in the training data [89].

Witten-Bell Smoothing: Witten-Bell smoothing [85] was developed for the task
of text compression and can be considered a special case of Jelinek-Mercer smoothing
which is a linear interpolation smoothing strategy. The n th-order smoothed probability is defined recursively as a linear interpolation between the n th -order maximum
likelihood estimation and the (n - l)lh-order smoothed probability:

Given the derivation of the X
=

C(T;-,+~)/

i-1
7,-,+1

C c(T;-,+,),

following [4], and using the fixmula pML(ri

I

the equation is rewritten as:

71

where:

Kat;z smoothing: Katz smoothing extends the intuitions of the Good-Turing estimate by adding the combination of higher-order models with lower-order models.
For an n-gram

T:-,+,

with count r =

c(r;-,+,),

its corrected count iz: calculated by:

where,

Thai; is, all n-grams with a nonzero count r are discounted according t o a discount
raticl d,. The counts subtracted from the nonzero counts are then distributed among
the zero-count n-grams according t o the next lower-order distribution. The value
,--,+,)

is chosen so that the total number of counts in the distribution

is unchanged, i.e.,

where the appropriate value for

C Y ( T ~ ~ : + is:
,)

CTiC(T;-,+~)

To calculate PkatZ(ri1

T~!IA+~)from the corrected count, the method normalizes the

counts as follows:

This method assumes that large counts are reliable, so d , = 1 for r
The discount ratio d , for the lower counts r

> k for some k.

< k are derived from the Good-Turing

estimate applied to the global n-gram distribution. We calculate d, following the
derivation in [4]:

where nk is the number of n-grams that occur exactly k times in the training data,
and the r* is calculated from Good-Turing estimation:
T*

=

+ 1)-

%+l

(7-

n?-

ils shown above, the Katz n-gram model is defined in terms of the Katz (n-1)gram model. To end the recursion, the unigram model is taken a:; the maximum
likelihood estimation. Note that the Good-Turing estimate cannot be used when

n, =: 0, so it is necessary to smooth n, before applying Katz smoothi~ng.We adapted
an algorithm described by Gale and Sampson [ ~ C I ]with minor modifica~tionsto smooth
the n, values. Additionall y, different k's were used for each n-gram, denoted as kn7s
for the particular n-gram.

Thede smoothing: Thede smoothing can be viewed as a modified Jelinek-Mercer
method with X's calculated for each event instead of bucketing accorcling to the total
number of counts of the corresponding history. It uses a logarithm function to calculate smoothing coefficients from the number of occurrences of each n-gram within
the training set, as follows:

where f is defined as follows for smoothing contextual probabilities:

Notice the smoothing coefficients in the formula

Pthede
sum up to 1, which guaran-

tees the smoothed probability is a valid probability distribution. Thede et al. used the
difi2rent f functions for smoothing contextual probabilities and lexical probabilities

[83]. The function f used for lexical probability smoothing is:

There are two key characteristics of each f (x) function: its value at x = 0 and the
speed at which it approaches one. The lower the value at x = 0, the more smoothing
will be done (because the distribution is sparser). The faster the function approaches
one, the fewer occurrences are required to avoid much smoothing. Not,e the contextual
function has larger value at x = 0 and approaches one faster compared to the lexical
func:tion, since contextual probabilities are less sparse and thus require less smoothing

1831.

KN-Mod-Heldout and KN-Mod-Fix smoothing: Modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (denoted as Kneser-Ney-Mod) [4] is identical to the interpolated Kneser-Ney
smoothing algorithm described by Kneser et al. [87], which itself is an extension
of absolute discounting, except that three discount parameters, Dn,l

and Dn,3+,

are used at each n-gram level instead of just a single discount D,, as follows:

where: D,(c) =

Dn,l,

ifc=1

Dn,2,

ifc=2

To ensure that the distribution sums to 1, the following norrr~alizationis performed:

where:

Like Witten-Bell, Katz, and Thede smoothing, the n-gram mo'del Kneser-NeyMod is also defined recursively on the (n-1)-gram model. For word-based language
moclels, generally the recursion is terminated by taking the 0th-order distribution
to be the uniform distribution. However, based on preliminary experiments, more
accurate probability models for SuperARVs terminate the recursion at the unigram
with maximum likelihood estimation.
The two variations of Kneser-Ney-Mod smoothing, namely KN-Mod-Heldout and
KN-Mod-Fix, correspond to two different methods for estimating D,J, Dn,2, and
Dn,3+:

1. KN-Mod-Fix smoothing: KN-Mod-Fix uses empirical equations developed
by Ries (reported in [4]) to estimate the "optimal" values for D,,l, Dn,2, and
Dn,3+from training data counts which can approximate the opt.imum D values
for achieving minimum cross-entropy of the training data, as follows:

where n, is the number of events which occur r times. This simple and efficient
discount computation method must be modified to handle cases when n l , nz,
or n3 is zero, which would result in infinite discounts. To resolve this problem,
we tested two methods: the first uses the limit when n l , nz, or n3 is zero,
giving DnT1= 0.3333, Dn,z = 1.0, and Dn,3+ = 1.6667; the second makes use
of a randomly extracted small heldout set for obtaining the n , counts in order
t o calculate the discounts for the whole training set. Preliminary experiments
demonstrated that the second method was superior to the first, so we use this
method when n l , n2, or ns is zero.

KN-Mod-Heldout smoothing: This method uses Powell's search algorithm
[91] t o choose optimal values for DnT1,Dn,2,and Dns+ by minimizing the crossentropy of randomly held out subset of data from each training set. Powell's
method, a direction-set method, is ideal in situations where calculating partial
derivatives of a set of variables is difficult. For KN-Mod-Heldout smoothing
on SuperARV tagging, the derivatives for the heldout cross-entropy is based
on the 9 parameters for trigram models (Dn.1,2,3+for n = I,:!, 3) and is thus
not easily calculated. In our optimization problem, a gradient-based method
would only be able to work on approximations of the derivatives and would thus
be more prone to become trapped in local optima. Powell's search algorithm
when applied to an N-dimensional optimization problem generates and then
uses a set of N linearly independent, mutually conjugated dii-ections so that
the minimum found on one direction won't be degraded when searching on the
successive directions.
However, there are two problems that must be addressed when using Powell's
search algorithm for our SuperARV tagging task:
Since the optimization object function in this case is the procedure of calculating cross-entropy for each held-out set, a 9-dimensional optimization
problem in the trigram case, obtaining optimal parametem at the default

precision can be very expensive if we execute the original Powell's search
algorithm on a continuous space of the discount value variables.
The original Powell's search algorithm does not take into account of any
constraints on the value ranges of object function variables. It uses the
basic Brent line minimization algorithm, which works on the assumption
that on each dimension the value range is (-co,m). However, discount
variables fall within specific value ranges. As can be seen from the smoothing formula of the Kneser-Ney-Mod algorithm and the definitions for discount variables, the value ranges are: 0

5 DnY1_< 1, 0 5 Dn,2 5 2 , and

0 5 Dn,3+ 5 3.
To address these two problems, we have modified the Powell's search algorithm
to search on a grid. For each search dimension, we first determine its value
range and then choose a search step for exploring the grid. The brent and linmin
algorithms in the Powell's search algorithm [91] were modified so that when the
parameters for an optimumon a direction are found, it is rounded to the nearest
point in the grid. This modification guarantees that variables remain in bounds,
while speeding up the search procedure. Though it is possible that the optimum
located on the grid could be suboptimal to the optimum found on the continuous
space, experimentation indicates that our grid-based search algorithm reduces
the chance of being trapped in a local optima. A preliminary experiment was
designed to compare the two variations of searching on a contirluous space and
searching on a grid for optimization on one cross-validate in a 10 cross-validation
task. The results indicated that searching on a grid shortens the search time
by two orders of magnitude and a result within 0.5% of the continuous-space
optimum.

I11 our experiments on lexical probabilities, all of the above recursions terminate
at the bigram, since preliminary experiments demonstrated that including the unigram model in lexical smoothing produced poor results, which was traced to the fact

tha,t the smoothing method allows a word to be assigned SuperARIJs that are never
associated with the word in the training data.
3.4,.2

Unknown Words

Another important issue for SuperARV tagging involves the presence of unknown
words. We define an unknown word to be a word that does not appear in the training
data, and so does not have any SuperARVs associated with it in the lexicon. If we
calculate lexical probabilities, the probability of each tag/tag/word t.riple in a trigram
case on an unknown word will be 0.0. The most frequently used stra1;egy to deal with
unknown words in POS tagging is to use morphological analysis, i.e., distributions of
pref xes and suffixes of words with POS tags associated with words are estimated to
approximate lexical probability estimations [92, 831. In the morphological analysis,
wor'ds that are capitalized, hyphenated, or contain a numeric digit are assumed to
have dramatically different distributions than other unknown words. Mikheev [92]
and Thede et al. [83] have obtained separate probability distributions for each type
of word (namely, capitalized, hyphenated, or containing a digit), as well as for each
possible combination including words without a digit, capitalization or hyphenation.
Thelde et al, have also used a weighted voting scheme when estimating the lexical
protlability for an unknown word by interpolating probabilities from the different
length suffixes of a word [83].
Our stralegy for dealing with unknown words for the SuperAR'V tagger differs
from. morphological-based approaches used in POS tagging since we have a complete
lexicon available for parsing the Resource Management domain, even though the
training set does not provide the lexicon with any SuperARVs associated with those
w0rd.s. Note that a lexical entry for a word in a CDG lexicon includes a lexical
category, feature types valid for the lexical category, and feature values for each type.
A word can be assigned several different lexical categories. An example of the lexical
entries for the word "report" is shown in Figure 3.3.
To predict the lexical probability for an unknown word in SuperARV tagging, we
have developed the concept of short SuperARV, which discards (R, L, UC)+ and BC

(report (category verb 0

(category verb 1

(category noun

(vtype infinitive)
(voice active)
(inverted no)
(gapp none)
(mood none)
(number none)
(sem-type report)
(subcat obj))
(vtype present)
(voice active)
(inverted no)
(gapp none)
(mood none)
(number 3s-not)
(sem-type report)
(subcat obj))
(number 3s)
(type none)
(behavior count)
(sem-type info)
(case common)))

:lFig. 3.3. An example of the lexical entry for word "report" in the

RM lexicon.

information in the SuperARV structure, i.e., it is simply a two tuple (C, F ) . Note
these s h o ~ SuperARl/'s
t
can be viewed as classes of SuperARVs with every SuperARV
belonging to a short SuperARIf class. After parsing the training set using a CDG
parser, our algorithm determines for each known word their corresponding SuperARJJs. Also, for each known or unknown word, we can derive their short SuperARlTs
from each legal combination of (C, F) defined in its lexicon entry. For example, there
are three short SuperARVs for the word "report", i.e., (verb, utype = infinite, voice =
actzve, inverted = no,gapp = none, mood = none, number = none), (verb, vtype =
present, voice = active, inverted = no,gapp = none, mood = none, number =
3s_not),and (noun, case = common, behavior = count, type = none, number = 3s).

IL SuperARV is said to be consistent with a word if its short SuperARV belongs to
the .short SuperA RTJ set of the word. For example, the SuperARV (verb, vtype =
in f i'rzite, 71oice = active, inverted = no, gapp = none, mood = none, number =
none, (G, P X 1 = M X l ) ( N l , PX1 = M X l ) ( N 2 , PX1 < M X l ) ( N 3 , PX1 = M X l ) ( P X l =
M X l [ G ] = M X l [ N l ] = MX I [N3] < MXl[N2])) is consistent with the word re-

port, since its short SuperARV (verb, vtype = infinite, voice = ctctive, inverted =

no, gapp = none, mood = none, number = none) belongs to the short SuperARV set
of the word report. Note consistent is an equivalence relation, i.e., if a SuperARV is
coinsistent with a word, then the word is also consistent with the SuperARV. Also
note that an unknown word may be consistent with more than one SuperARV. For
an unknown word wk, we first search the entire SuperARV space to find SuperARVs
consistent with the word, listing them as t,,

,. . .

to,. Then we estimate the trigram

lexical probability as:
Pr(v, = wk (

T~

= t j , ~ n - l= ti,with t j = t,,, and 1 E (1:. . . , m ) ) =:

N(titu1)

E

j=l

N(titu, )

ancl

where N(t;t,,) denotes the number of times a SuperARV sequence tit,, appears in
the training data. The bigram lexical probability for an unknown word is estimated
in a, similar way.

3.4..3 Experimental Methodology and Results
'We prepared training and testing data from the 10,240 sentence SNOR corpus
by using the strictest CDG grammar learned from subgrammar expanded sentences
as described in Chapter 2 to parse the whole SNOR corpus and then extracting
SuperARVs from the resulting corpus of parses to create the data set. We extracted
264 unique SuperARVs from RM, 252 SuperARVs from RM2, and 266 SuperARVs
f r o n ~the complete SNOR corpus. The distribution of SuperARVs on lexical categories
across corpora is listed in Table 3.1. As can be seen, verbs have the greatest number
of Super ARVs.
We performed a 10-fold cross-validation experiment to investigate the effectiveness
of the six smoothing methods for SuperARV tagging. The results of the ten possible
training/testing combinations are averaged to give an overall word and sentence accuracy measure. For KN-Mod-Heldout smoothing, we randomly picked 1,000 sentences

Table 3.1
SuperARV distribution over lexical categories, where the numerals in each row are
t'he numbers of unique SuperARVs for the corresponding lexical category in the
corpus.
Lexical Category
adj
adv
conj
det
hinge
mod
noun
particle
predet
Prep
pronoun
propernoun
verb
month
cardinal
ordinal
Total

SNOR

Table 3.2
Tagging performance for smoothing methods on the SNOR corpus using full
second-order HNIM model.
Smoothing met hod
Linear Discounting
Witten-Bell
Katz

WordAcc
95.43%
97.57%
97.62%

Sent Acc
75.21%
81.99%
82.17%

%
T hede
KN-Mod-Heldout

98.04%
98.51%

8<5.6<5%
89.25%

from each training set as the held-out set. Empirical results show tha,t 1,000 sentences
is the optimal held-out size for training sets with sizes ranging from l o 3 to lo5 [4]. We
also found that the heldout size for KN-Mod-Heldout does not sigi~ificantlyimpact
the tagging accuracy since the tagging accuracies for heldout sizes ranging from 1% to

407'5 of the training set are all within 0.02% of the optimal tagging accuracy obtained
using a set of 1,000 held-out sentences.
When the held-out set is used to optimize parameters, there are two choices used to
process the training set: fold-back and extra. Fold-back involves folding the held-out
data back into the training set; while for extra, after folding the held-out data back
into the training set, an additional held-out set is used t o re-optimize the smoothing
parameters. Empirical results [4] show that the difference between fold-back and extra
is insignificant for KN-Mod-Heldout, so we choose the simpler fold-b'ack method.
Table 3.2 compares the tagging accuracy of the various smoothing algorithms on
the full second-order SuperARV tagger. We found that KN-Mod-Heldout achieved the
greatest accuracy with Thede's smoothing the second best. While the KN-Mod-Fix
has the advantage of not requiring held-out data to optimize parameters, the accuracy
of the tagger using this smoothing method is lower than KN-Mod-Heldout. Thede's
smoothing strategy is based on the intuition that the more frequently a given n-gram
occurs, the more weight that information should carry in a smoothing calculation.
The use of a logarithm function enables the weight t o grow slowly and nonlinearly

Table 3.3
Comparison between SuperARV taggers on RM cross-validation a,s well as training
from RM and testing on RM2.

(

Corpus

1 WordAcc 1 SentAcc ]

cross-validation
RM2 Standard Bigram
RM2 Full Trigram

95.49%
98.46%

88.92%

as .the count of the n-gram approaches infinity, a behavior which mi3.y account for its
second best performance.
Two additional experiments were carried out t o evaluate the word accuracy and
sentence accuracy of the tagger using the best smoothing method, ECN-Mod-Heldout
smoothing: The first experiment is a 10-fold cross-validation test on the RM corpus,
and the second experiment trains on the RM set and tests on the RM2 set. Table 3.3
cornpares the tagging accuracy from these experiments using standard bigram and
full second-order models. The reason for evaluating the SuperARV tagging accuracy
separately on RM and RM2 is that in the next set of experiments, we will evaluate
perplexity and word/sentence error rate by incorporating a SuperARV-based language model into speech recognition, where RM is the training set and RM2 is used
as tlie testing set. Consequently, it will be interesting to investigate the performance
of Super ARV tagging under these conditions.

3.5

SuperARV-based Language Modeling
I'revious work incorporating POS tags into language models demonstrates that

using shallow syntactic information can improve speech recognition accuracy. SuperARVs, which include more syntactic and lexical information than P(3S tags, should
further improve the quality of a language model. The previous sectio~ishows that by
using a full second-order HMM model and a good smoothing strategy, SuperARVs can

be. effectively disambiguated. In this section, we investigate whether SuperARV-based
language models can help to improve speech recognition accuracy.
In building SuperARV-based language models, we adapt the mlodel used by Heemitn [I].]to jointly find the best SuperARV sequence and word secluencc. Given the
word sequence W , and the SuperARV sequence

S,the

goal of speech recognition

process is to find:

And:

where

A and Z? are two probabilities that must bc estimated:

'To test the performance of SuperARV-based language models, weeran two experiments. First, we used RM to estimate probabilities and then calculated perplexity
on the training set and RM2 testing set. VCTedo not penalize the SuperARV-based
moclel for incorrect SuperARVs by using the word perplexity formula of [ll],which
is shown below:

To investigate the effect of using richer history information, we test two approximations of

A and B for bigrams (i.e., model (1) and model (2), with (2) including

mon: history information) and two for trigrams (i.e., model (3) and model (4) with
mod'el (4) adding in extra history information), as shown in the first column of Table

Table 3.4
W'ord perplexity on RM and RM2 using different language models with the two best
smoothing methods. The top rows report results using Thede smoothing and the
l2ottom rows report results using KN-Mod-Heldout (denoted as ICN) smoothing.
Thede Language Models
word-based bigram
SuperARV (1) Pr(Wi 1 S;)Pr(S; 1 5';-1)
SuperARV (2) Pr(Wi I Wi-lS;)Pr(S;I Wi-lS;-l)
word-based trigram
SuperARV (3) Pr(Wi ( Si-1,;)Pr(Si ( Si-P7i-l)
SuperARV ( 4 ) Pr(W; ( W,-2,i-1Si-2,.1)Pr(S; ( Wi-2,i-1Si-2,i-l)
K N Language
- - Models
word-based bigram
SuperARV (1) Pr(W; I S;)Pr(S; ( S;-l)
SuperARV ( 2 ) Pr(W; I W i - l S ; )Pr(S; ( Wi-lSi-l)
word- based trigram
SuperARV ( 3 ) Pr(W; ( S;-l,i)Pr(S;( S;-z,;-l)
SuperARV ( 4 ) Pr(W; I W;-2,i-lSi-~,i)Pr(Si
( Wi-a,i-1Si-2,i-~)

Tqxim

-

I

I

17.68
11.58
10.21

57.91
41.83
33.19

3.58

21.37

3.4. Note the first term in each model is the approximation of A, and the second
term, the approximation of B . Also, note that the full second-order model used in
SuperARV tagging is model (3) [83].
'Table 3.4 compares the perplexity reduction for word-based bigsam and trigram
language models, as well as SuperARV-based language models. The two best smoothing methods for SuperARV t,agging, KN-Mod-Heldout and Thede smoothing, are also
compared. For SuperARVs, the greatest perplexity reduction is achj.eved by using a
richer history and the best smoothing strategy. For bigram models, by using the
richer history information as well as a better smoothing strategy, we achieved a perplexity reduction of 46.1% on RM for the SuperARV-based language model compared
to the word-based language model and a reduction of 42.9% on RM2. For trigram
models, the perplexity reduction was 54.6% on RM and 56% on Rh.12 compared to
the word-based language model.

PL second experiment tests whether this reduction in perplexity also results in

a

word. and sentence error rate reduction on a speech recognition task. The goal of

Table 3.5
Word and Sentence accuracy after rescoring using a bigram iznd trigram
SuperARV-based language model, a bigram and trigram word-based language
model, and a POS-based trigram language r-riodel.

I
Grammar

RM

RM2

Sentence Accuracy Word Accuracy Sentence Accilracy

world bigram
word t rigram
PO$; trigram
SuperARV bigram
SuperA RV trigram

83.87%
88.55%
88.78%
84.38%
90.57%

96.99%
97.89%
97.92%
97.01%
98.08%

76.75%
78.02%
78.58%
77.81 %
81 -67%

Word Accuracy
95.48%
95.62%
95.71%
95.63%
96.68%

using a SuperARV-based language model to re-score acoustic hypotheses is t o use

a richer source of information (syntactic constraints and lexical features) than just
words themselves. In an example shown in Figure 3.4, the SuperAR7i-based language
model is able to rank the correct sentence as the top hypothesis when the word-based
model fails. We used the speech recognizer [93] implemented using IHTK Version 2.1
by Entropic [94], using acoustic models trained from the RM corpus. Recognition
was achieved using a token-passing implementation of the Viterbi algorithm and the
output is a large lattice containing acoustic likelihood for each word. We then rescored the N-best acoustic hypotheses by calculating the combina,tion of acoustic
prol~abilitiesand language model probabilities using the equation as: log P r ( W ) x
gs

4-log P r ( A ( W ) ,where gs is the grammar scale factor.
We compared three types of language models: SuperARV-based language models,

POS-based trigram language models, and word-based language models. Sentence accuracy and word accuracy (using the US NIST scoring method) over the RM training
set and RM2 test set were computed as a function of the grammar scale factor and
the best value was chosen. Note all of the language models in the experiment employ
KN-Mod-Heldout smoothing and for SuperARV-based language models, the best bigram and trigram models shown in Table 3.4 are employed. Table 3.5 shows that the
SuperARV-based language model reduces the word and sentence errol- rate compared
to th:e PO S-based and word-based language models.

Acoustic N-best hypotheses ranked by
acoustic scores
(or M e t e ~be
r m ths smh !EN)
!START *hP ale Ihs trsiniw prouemfor Melea be a elohl sotah !END

(1st) ISTART rhat am the lrahilg -!em

N-best Hypotheses rescored by a wordbased trigram language model
(1st) ISTART m a t am t k vammgprouem lor w t m r be remlvgl (END
(2nd)ISTART m a t are thetralnlng problem I- Meteor be remlved 'END
( 3 d ) W A R T *hen wdl h e tratning problemlor weieor bs resdved END M/

N-best Hypotheses rescored by a wordbased trlgram language model
(1%) !START ma are the l r m h p~m u m
(2M1 ISTART Yhat are h e Iraining prablem
(3rd) !START men wlli h e training pmblemlor Meteor Da rwmed E N D

N-best hypotheses rescored by a
SuperARV-based trlgram language model
(tat) ISTART m n WOI me trs<n~w
prmlem~orwelea

I

Fig. 3.4. An example of re-scoring acoustic hypotheses using a word-based trigram
language model and a SuperARV-based trigram language model.. The correct
sentence for the utterance is: !START when will the training probltirn for Meteor be
resolved !END.

3.6

Conclusion

A POS-based language model attempts to more tightly integrate speech recognition and natural language processing by using the power of coarse grained lexical
classes to predict the word sequence based on the acoustic sequence. 'Ne hypothesized
thai enriching tags with more syntactic and semantic information should allow us to
further improve language model quality. In this work, we have developed the concept
of SuperARVs, evaluated several smoothing strategies for SuperAElV tagging, and
developed a method to deal with unknown words. SuperARV-based language models show a perplexity reduction compared to a POS-based and word-based language
model on RM and RM2, as well as a word and sentence error rate reduction. It is
important to compare the performance of our SuperARV-based language model with
Srinivas' supertag-based language model. However, because we do not have a common corpus annotated with both CDG and supertags, we will not cornpare these two
models in this proposal. However, in the future work of this thesis, we will perform
experiments on the Wall Street Journal corpus so that we can determine whether this
approach will scale up and also compare our system more directly

LO

the supertag

approach and other related work.

4. Building Probabilistic CD G language model
Chapter 3 presented a language model based on SuperARVs which are refined POS
tags enriched with syntactic constraints and lexical features. We demonstrated that
when using a SuperARV-based trigram language model to re-score acoustic hypotheses, we achieved an absolute improvement in word accuracy of 1.06% and sentence
accuracy of 3.65% on the testing set compared to a word-based trigram language
model, and an absolute improvement in word accuracy of 0.97% and sentence accuracy of 3.09% compared to a POS-based trigram language model. However, although
this SuperARV-based language modeling strategy incorporated synlactic and lexical
constraints, it still fails to capture arbitrary long-distance dependencies beyond the
N-gram window.
To further improve our language model, we will develop a probabilistic Constraint
Dependency Grammar (CDG) parsing approach that is able to represent not only
lexical constraints but also syntactic constraints including long-span dependencies.
We propose the probabilistic CDG (PCDG) parser that will operate in a left-to-right
botlom-up fashion so that it can be integrated directly into a speech recognizer.
Several investigations have attempted to model probabilistic dependency grammars
(PDGs), and our work is largely influenced by that work (i.e., Eisnei- [95], Stolcke et
al. [29], and Chelba et al. [2]), which will be described in detail in Section 4.1.
In this chapter, we will describe the methodology of developing a probabilistic
CDG language model which incrementally builds up a hidden dependency parse structure by applying syntactic and lexical constraints, while using partial parse structures
in a word history to enable the use of long-distance dependencies in word prediction.
To develop a probabilistic CDG language model, a training and testing corpus annotated with CDG is needed. In order to compare to the related work, we must
builcl and test our language model on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus, which

is commonly used to evaluate probabilistic dependency grammar models. However,
the WSJ corpus is currently annotated with CFG structures [56], not CDG relations.
In Chapter 2, we have developed a methodology t o speed up corpus annotation and
enable automatic and efficient extraction of high quality CUGs f r l ~ mthose annotations. Although this method can be used to annotate the sentences of a previously
unannotated corpus, it could take several years to annotate the WSJ corpus, since the
Penn Treebank project group spent around three years to automatically annotate the

WSJ corpus and proof-read the annotations. Hence in this thesis, we will transform
the CFG annotated Penn WSJ Treebank into a corpus annotated with the syntactic
dependencies a11d lexical features required by CDG , instead of annotating the corpus
with CDG from scratch.
Section 1 presents an overview of existing probabilistic parsing approaches. Section 2 describes the procedure of transforming a corpus annotated with constituent
bracketing into a CDG-annotated corpus. Metllodology of developirig a probabilistic
CDG parser by using a dynamic programming bottom-up parsing algorithm is given
in Section 3. Some implementation details of the parser are discussed in Section 4.
In Section 5, we discuss the way our model will be evaluated. And then we conclude
in Section 6.

Overview of Probabilistic Parsing Models

4.1

'This section presents a brief overview of probabilistic parsing models. There are
two distinct goals driving research of probabilistic parsing:
Build a parser that recovers syntactic structures with the highest accuracy.
The parser aims to find the parse which maximizes P ( n I s ) , where n is a parse
structure and s is the sentence in question.
a

Build a language model for NLP tasks such as speech recognition, i.e., a model
that assigns probabilities to strings in a language, as P(s,T ) . It is important
to note that P(s,n ) is more general than P ( n ( s ) since we can easily calculate
the second from the first, but not vice versa. Also, P(s,T)is more flexible since

it can be used to build a language model or select the parse with the highest
probability. The standard trigram language models fail to capture dependencies between words beyond a 3-word window. Language models incorporating
hierarchical information (word class information) or linguistic information (syntactic structures or lexical features) can improve speech recognition performance

[I]. There is much research that has focused on building statistical language
models (SLMs) that reflect the syntactic constraints or lexical features of a
language.
The reported probabilistic parsing work can be classified into (but not limited to)
thr'ee major categories: probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs), rule- based parsing algorithms and probabilistic models including lexical dependen~i~es,
which are described in the next 3 subsections.
4.1.1

Probabilistic Context Free Grammars (PCFGs)

Probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs) are a natural start for probabilistic
parsing models of natural language. Their formal properties have b'een well defined
by 1300th et al. [96], and efficient parsing algorithms such as best-lirst parsing [97]
are well understood. Baker et al. [19, 981 describe the inside-outside algorithm, an
efficient EM parameter estimation approach for unsupervised training of rule production probabilities. However, research suggests that PCFGs are poor models of
natural language in several respects [I]: the model fails to induce linguistically plausible structures, and the resulting language models do not reduce the perplexity of
language modeling tasks. These problems with PCFGs have prompt,ed the development of lexicalized PCFGs which will be described in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.2 Rule-based parsing algorithms
Ejrill et al. [63] described the application of transformation based learning (TBL)
to pitrsing. TBL has also been applied t o POS tagging [99] and prepositional phrase
attachment disambiguation [loo]. The parsing method learns a set of rules, which
are applied in sequence to derive a parse for a sentence. The starling state for a

parse is a binary right-branching tree for a sentence. For example, the initial naive
bracketing of the sentence "The dog and old cat ate." would be: "[ [ The [ dog [ and [
old [ cat ate]]]]].]." Then each of the transformational rules can be applied to modify
local sub-structures. For example, a rule could transform [X [Y Z]] t o [[XY] Z]. A
tra.nsformation is triggered by a context, which can be a tag or a pair of tags. The
method is sensitive only to POS tags, since the history does not include words. The
model is trained using a greedy approach, at each iteration the rule that obtains the
greatest decrease in error rate is added to the list of rules [6Y]. The model was tested
on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus; on sentences of length 2-25 words, the
parser achieves 83.8% recall accuracy and 29.2% 0-crossing-brackets (i.e., 29.2% test
sentence parses output from the parser have no crossing-brackets). Note a crossingbracket is a bracketed sequence output by the parser which overlaps with a desired
constituent from the treebank with neither of them being properly contained in the
other, e.g., if the sequence is bracketed as (X (Y Z)) in the treebank, then ((X Y) Z)
output from the parser is a crossing-bracket.
4.1.3 Probabilistic Models including lexical dependencies

Much research has investigated probabilistic models of lexicalized grammar formalisms. There are at least two reasons to develop mechanisms for including lexical
dependency parameters. Although standard word-based trigram language models do
not represent structural information, they are very effective at assigning probabilities
t o strings of words. For a structured model to compete with a st,andard trigram
model, it should include word-related parameters (as shown in the ~ ~ o of
r kLafferty
et al. [28]). Second and more importantly, current research suggests that dependency statistics are powerful knowledge sources for syntactic disambiguation. Hindle
et al. [ l o l l have found that lexical dependencies are useful in prepositional phrase
attachment disambiguation, and as early as 1990, Marcus [lo21 proved that methods
employing lexical dependencies can be generalized to full parsing models. Following
the vvork of Hindle et al. [loll, much research has been conducted on ways to extend
various lexicalized syntactic formalisnls to statistic parsing models. These models

include the stochastic Tree Adjoining Grammars developed by Resnik and Schabes
[103, 1041, the lexicalized PCFGs of Charniak [25], the probabilistic feature grammars
developed by Goodman [105], the history-based models developed by Black, Jelinek,
Miigerman and Ratnaparkhi [106, 107, 24, 1081, the probabilistic link grammars of
Lafferty et al. [28], and probabilistic dependency models which are most relevant to
the work proposed in this chapter. These formalisms are described next.

A. Stochastic Tree Adjoining Grammars
Joshi and Srinivas [log] and Srinivas [I101 developed the mechailism of Supertag-

ging as a first step in a statistical parser for Tree Adjoining Gram:mars (TAGS). A
supertag is assigned t o each word in a sentence using a trigram tagging model. In the
second step of parsing, a Lightweight Dependency Analyzer (LDA) is used to link the
elementary supertag trees provided by the supertagger to form a partial (or possiblely
complete) parse for the sentence [log]. A trigram supertagger was trained on 200,000
words of the WS J corpus in conjunction with the LDA t o provide a d-ependency analysis for 2,000 sentences of the section 20 of the WSJ corpus. The LlDA resulted in a
reca,ll score of 82.3% for producing dependency links correctly.

B. :ILexicalizedPCFGs
Charniak [25] developed a PCFG model that is lexicalized by incorporating head
word information into the parser. The probability of a lexicalized rule is conditioned
on its parent's non-terminal, its parent's headword, and the type of its parent's headword. Note a headword of a phrase is the word that best represents the phrase, and
all of the other words in the ~ h r a s eact as modifiers of the headword. Charniak further refined the model by conditioning additionally on the grandparent's non-terminal
and automatically clustering words into word classes to smooth pr~ba~bilities.
On the
Penn WSJ treebank, his parser achieved 86.7% recall and 86.6% prec:ision.

C . Probabilistic Feature Grammars
Goodman [lo51 describes the use of probabilistic feature grammars. 111 Figure 4.1
(a), a CFG parse tree captures the simple fact that the sentence is composed of a
noun phrase and a verb phrase, but it fails to capture other important restrictions.
Fo.r example, the NP and V P in the sentence must have the same agr; both are
singular. Also, the headword of a constituent carries much lexical information. All
this additional information can be captured in a parse tree that has been augmented
with features, such as the lexical category, agr, and headword of each constituent, as
shown in Figure 4.1 (b). For this example, while a normal PCFG has a production
rule such as:

in PFG it will be rewritten as:

(S, singular, rises) + (NP, singular, price)(VP, singular, rises)
The PFG formalism assumes binary branching rules ( a one-to-one mapping from
n-ary rules to binary-branching rules is given in [105]). Assuming the grammar has
g features, numbered 1 . . . g, a PFG production for A

+ B C is

( a l ,a2,. . . , a,)

+

(bl, b2,.. . , bg)(cl, c2,. . . , c,). If we think of the set of features for a constituent A
as being the random variables A l l A2,.. . , A,, then the probability of a production
is the conditional probability P(B1 = bl, . . . , Rg = b,, C1 = c l , . . . , Cg = c,

1 A1

=

a l , . . . : A, = a,). Using a! t o represent Al = a l l . .. , Ak = a k , and a; i
s the shorthand
for

= a ; , the

conditional probability is P(b!,

cf'

I a;),

and the joint probability can

be factored into:
P(bY, 4 I a?) = P ( b l

I a?) x

9

P(b2 1 a:, bl) x . . . x P(c, ( a,,

b,

,,

)

In PFG, the probability of a feature being produced depends on a subset of the
features in a local context of that feature. Approximations on the various terms in
the factorization can be made using independence assumptions [105'1. On the Penn

WSJ treebank, the model achieves 84.8% recall and 85.3% precision.

D. History-based models
Black [106], Jelinek [I071 and Magerman [24] have developed a history-based generative model using decision trees. Ratnaparkhi's maximum entropy parsing model
[108] produces the highest accuracy on the WSJ corpus among history-based models. Rat naparkhi's work differs from the decision tree history-based models in several
significant ways:

1. Maximum entropy models are used for estimation instead of decision trees.

2. The derivation order used for ME is quite different (separate stages for POS
tagging and chunking), and so the conditioning features for each decision are
different from those in decision tree models.

3. The search method uses a beam search with a linear average case running time,
a much simpler strategy compared to the stack decoder algorithm outlined in
Magerman's decision tree based model [24].

4. The model does not use a hidden derivation model, instead there is a one-to-one
mapping between parse trees and decision sequences.
Ratnaparkhi's model obtains 87.5% recall and 86.3% precision on the WSJ treebank.

E. I'robabilistic link grammar model
Lafferty et al.

[28] developed a probabilistic version of Link grammar. Link

grammar, introduced by Sleator and Temperley [Ill],is similar to both categorial
grammars [I121 and lexicalized TAGS in many ways. A lexicon specifies a left and
righi, disjunct for each word in a language, a disjunct being an order'ed list of left or
right complements/adjuncts that are required by the word (note that the formalism
does not discriminate between adjunction and complementation, thus is different from

CDC:, categorial grammars, or TAG). Note that the phrase (or set of phrases) needed
to complete the meaning of a word is called its complement, while those modifying
the word but not necessarily needed are called its adjunct. To illustrate the difference

bctween an adjunct and a complement, consider the following sentence:

The boy saw a bird with his binoculars.
where "bird" is the complement of the verb "saw" since it is needed as the object
of the transitive verb; while the PP "with his binoculars" is an adjunct of the verb
' L ~ a ~since
~ " it is optional.

Lafferty et al. [28] describe a probabilistic model based on the top-down parsing
algorithm developed by Sleator and Temperley [27]: the model works in a generative
mode, determining probabilistic distributions over sentence/parse pairs. They present
an (algorithmthat is inspired by the inside-outside algorithm for unsupervised training;
however, the parsing performance has not been evaluated.

E. Probabilistic dependency grammar models
The work presented in this subsection is most relevant t o our proposed work.

Collins' Probabilistic Parser Based on Bigram Lexical Dependencies. Collins
[30] developed a statistical parser which is based on probabilities of dependencies between headwords in the parse tree. Standard bigram probability estimation techniques
are extended t o calculate probabilities of dependencies between pairs of words. The
moclel first converts a sentence to a reduced sentence by removing punctuation and
reducing all baseXPs ( a baseNP is a non-recursive NP with no child constituent as an

NP) with their headwords. Head-argument or head-adjunct relations between word
pairs are stored as lexical items, and dependency probabilities are ca1c:ulated based on
the information. The model employs a distance measure between dependent words,
which also uses punctuation information, as an additional conditional factor. Collins'
parsing algorithm is a simple bottom-up chart parser. On the Penn LVSJ treebank,
his parser obtained 85.8% recall and 86.3% precision. Note Collins' parser has a distinct POS tagging step (Ratnaparkhi's POS tagger [113] is em p lo y ed), so an incorrect
POS assignment can lead to cascading errors. Collins attempts to minimize this crror
by using two different methods: use POS tags only when backing off from word-level

information, or consider the N best tag sequences instead of the top one best tag
sequence during parsing 1301. However, he did hypothesize that tighter integration of
tagging and parsing modules will benefit the accuracies of both [30].

Stolcke's Probabilistic Dependency Grammar Model. Stolcke et al. [29] constructed a statistical language model based on the syntactic dependencies between
words. In this maximum entropy (ME) model, statistical constraints are expressed
using the frequencies of various types of dependencies, as well as standard n-gram
statistics. The model borrows the term disjunct from link grammar, which is a colleci,ion of links together with the types of the links outgoing from and incoming to a
word. A legal parse (also called a linkage, K ) for a sentence S is the combination of
disjuncts assigned to each word. A link stack is employed to prohibit cross links [29].
The model has produced a modest improvement over a bigram word-based language
model on the Switchboard corpus [31] and so is effective at improving recognition
accilracy on the spontaneous English speech. However, due to the computational
corr~plexityof ME model, this language model uses a second parser to pre-generate
parse structures (Collins' parser [30] is used) and then calculate the joint probability
of the sentence and a parse based on dependency statistics. A serious problem for
Stolcke's approach is that the trigranl model leads to an increase in word error rate
compared to a standard trigram model. This may be due to the model's failure to
efficiently characterize dependency constraints using the feature functions of the ME
framework [29].

Eisner's Probabilistic Models For Dependency Grammar. Eisner [95] describes three models for statistical parsing using dependency grammars: bigram lezical a f i n i t i e s (model A), selectional preferences (model B ) , and recv~rsivegeneration
(model C). Subsequently, Eisner [I141 presented a fourth model: real!istic selectional
preft:rences (model D), which he found to be the model with the best parsing performance on the WSJ corpus among the four models. Note that in all of the models,
the viords having dependency/subcategorization relations to a word

U I ~are

called the

children of w,. Consider a sentence of length n to compare the models.
1. Model A: In this model, a sequence of tags is generated according to a Markov

process, and a word is chosen conditioned on each tag. Af1;er the words are
generated, each sentence passes through a third step that looks at each pair of
words and decides whether to link them. The probability that word j is linked
to word i depends on the (tag, word) pairs at both i and ;i. Basically, this
model selects a subset of n2 possible links, and then discards the result unless
each word has exactly one governor.
12. Model B: By contrast, Model B is restricted to select only lone governor per

word from the beginning. Model B generates a sequence of tagged words, then
specifies the governor, or precisely, a type of the governor, for each word j .
tl. Model C: In Model C, the total probability of a possible dependency structure
is the probability that each word would a priori want children among words
that co-occur with it in the structure.
4. Model

D:Model D

is an improved version of Model B. When selecting a

child for each word, the model conditions the probability on available possible
choices and the already selected children of the word. The algorithm for this
model is shown in Figure 4.2. The first phase of model D generates a tagged
sentence using a simple trigram Markov model, i.e., each word and its tag are
chosen based on the local context, as shown in the tagging procedure in Figure
4.2. In the second phase, the model selects for each word its children from
among the remaining words in the sentence, as shown in the pa,rsing procedure
in Figure 4.2. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the tagging procedure is a trigram
model. In the parsing procedure, the total probability of a ~ o s s i b l edependency
structure is the probability of generating words and tags in the structure by a
Markov process, times the probability that each word would select the children
from the remaining words in the structure. For each word, thme model selects

the left child sequence for the word among existing words based on its wordtag information and the word-tag information of the most recently selected left
child, until reaching the end of the left child sequence of the word. Similar
operations are applied to select the right child sequence for the word.
Model D is able to capture probabilistic interactions among s-uccessive children
of each word, and more importantly, it has the ability to capture arity information of words. For example, a word

wk

may require or forbid a-n additional child

depending on whether it has an existing child of a particular type. Although
this model may generate structures that can never legally arise [114], it achieves
a head attachment accuracy of 92.6% on a test set of 400 sentences randomly
selected from the WS J corpus.

Chelba's Probabilistic Dependency Grammar Model. Chelba et al. [2]
developed a parser with the probabilistic parameterization of a pushdown automata and used an EM-type algorithm for parameter re-estirnation. Chelba's
model is basically a history-based model that parses in a left--to-right manner
and assigns the joint probability P ( W ,T) to sentence-tree pairs. Note Chelba's
left-to-right shift-reduce model is designed with the intention. of tightly integrating the parser with a speech recognizer. The implementation of the model
needs a training and testing corpus annotated with dependency relations. To
prepare the data set, Chelba converts the CFG parse trees of the Penn Treebank
to binary-branching trees with identified headwords. The model consists of a

parsing module and a word-tag prediction module with control passed between
the two modules. When the parsing module controls, there are three possible
actions: join the right-most two adjacent trees with the left one passing the
headword to the new tree, join the right-most two trees with the right one passing the headword to the new t,ree, or do not join the two trees. When the parsing
module passes control to the prediction module, the word-tag prediction module
probabilistically generates a word-tag pair for the next word based on the two

previous headwords exposed from the partial parse tree up to the current word

[2]. The combined model works in the fashion of finite state machine, as shown
in Figure 4.3.
Chelba's model provides a trigram mechanism of conditioning word prediction
on the syntactic structure of its sentence prefix, hence, it is able to exploit longdistance dependencies beyond the trigram windows. When Chelba's model was
evaluated on the Switchboard corpus [71],it resulted in a nlotlest improvement
on both perplexity and word error rate over the baseline word-based trigram
language model.
Chelba's model has two major improvements compared to the other statistical
parsing models described so far. First, Abney et al. 1321 compared shift-reduce
probabilistic pushdown automas (PPDAs) (e.g., Chelba's model) and PCFGs
(e.g., Charniak's model), and they suggest that the PPDA forrrlalism is particularly appropriate for speech recognition. Second, the tightly integrated tagging
and parsing procedure in Chelba's model improve the accuracy of both tagging
and parsing.
4.1.4 Our Model

We have described four probabilistic dependency grammar models. We can
compare the models on the five factors which we believe are important for
constructing a better PDG (given the prior work):
Integration level of tagging and parsing: Tagging can be applied before

parsing or it can be tightly integrated as a component of the parsing model.
Eisner [95] found that the hybrid tagginglparsing model provides a superior performance over the two-stage approach unless the parser module
provides poor performance.
Parsing technique: The way that the parsing algorithm proceeds, e.g.,

top-down, bottom-up, shift-reduce, etc. Note that a shift-reduce parsing
technique can be viewed as a bottom-up parsing procedure capable t o

be guided from top down. Also note that a bottom-u]:, method is Inore
appropriate for integrating directly with a speech recognizer.
Application of a distance measure and punctuation information: The distance between dependencies can be useful information for deciding dependency and subcategorization links. Since English is by and large a
right-branching and head-initial language, a large portion of dependencies occur between adjacent words [30]. Punctuation, although difficult to
model in speech recognition, is very useful for correctly analyzing syntactic
structures of a text corpus.
Subcategorization prediction: Traditional dependency language models focus on determining governor relations for words.

However, Eisner [95]

found that models incorporating subcategorizat ion/expectat ion information of words can further improve syntactic disambiguation accuracy.
Application of lexical features: In the Penn Treebank corpus, some nonterminals are marked with additional information such as semantics (e.g.,
PP-TNIP denotes a temporal prepositional phrase), and some POS tags
also represent feature information such as: agr (singular or plural, e.g.,

NNS denotes a plural noun) and verb tense (e.g., VBZ denotes a verb in
present tense with an agr as 3s). These implicitly represented features are
used by some probabilistic dependency grammar models. We hypothesize
that using more features besides the feature represented bly non-terminals

(NT) and POS tags, such as case, behavior (e.g., mass, count), gap, and
mood, can capture more restrictions of a language and further improve the
accuracy of a parsing model.
Table 4.1 shows the comparison between the four PDG models on these factors.
Note that Stolcke's and Chelba's models are stat istical language models with
Chelba's model producing better performance on the WSJ corpus; while Collins'
and Eisner's models are statistical parsers, and they are not directly comparable

Table 4.1
Comparison of the four probabilistic dependency grammar models as well as our
model based on the five measures.
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with each other since the two models are evaluated based on different measures,
which will be discussed in detail in Section 4.5.
In this thesis, we propose a probabilistic CDG language model which tightly integrates tagging with parsing and utilizes subcategorization cc~nstraintsas well
as lexical features of words to generate parse structures. The parse space will be
examined in a left-to-right bottom-up manner for integration with a speech recognizer and will use distance measures and punctuation informahion. Our model
is depicted in the right-most column of Table 4.1. We aim t o further improve
the performance by explicitly incorporating subcategorization/expectation constraints and more lexical feature information as well as a distance measure and
punctuation information, compared t o the four PDGs, as shown in Table 4.1.
In Section 2, we describe the methodology of transforming a corpus annotated
with CFG constituents into a CDG-annotated corpus, as the first step of building a probabilistic CDG language model. 111Section 3, the mathematical formalism of the probabilistic CDG parsing model is described and the parsing
algorithm is proposed. The implementation details of the mod'el are discussed
in Section 4, and the proposed method of evaluating the model is presented in
Section 5.

4.2 Transforming the Penn Treebank Constituent Bracketing into
Constraint Dependency Grammar Annotations
In this section, we describe the procedure that will be used to transform the
Penn Treebank constituent bracketing into CDG annotations. A sample parse
tree from the Penn Treebank is shown in Figure 4.4, where each word is attached
with its part-of-speech (POS) tag, e.g., the is a determiner (DT). Rounded
brackets are used to mark constituents, and each constituent is tagged with a
non-terminal label ( N T ) , e.g., the phrase "many scientists" is marked as a noun
phrase (NP). As described in Section 4.1, some POS tags and non-terminal
labels are marked with additional feature information. Non-terminals can also
be marked with syntactic roles, e.g., "NP-SBJ" for the string "the administration's handling of the issuei' indicates that the constituent is the subject of the
sentence.
Our approach of transforming CFG trees to CDG grammar relations was adapted
from the method used by Chelba [2]. In addition to generating dependency
structures from constituent bracketed sentence (as Chelba did), our model also
requires the extraction of two additional kinds of information:

Need role values: CDG differs from traditional dependency grammars because it not only captures governor role information for each word, but also
supports the use of subcategorization/expectation roles of words (called

need roles). These additional roles are able t o ensure that the complementation requirements of words are satisfied. For example, a tensed verb
may need an object, a particle, or some other structure as its complement.
Our model differs from previous probabilistic dependency grammar models
that employ statistics only on governor role constraints by adding syntactic
constraints imposed by need roles.

Lexical features: Lexical features have not been explicitly used as constraints in previous work on building probabilistic dependency grammar

(PDG) models. Only the features that are represented in POS (e.g., VBZ)
and NT (e.g., PP-TMP) have been used in previous work.. CDG has the capability of explicitly representing lexical features characterizing syntactic,
semantic, and domain knowledge. So, we will also develop a methodology
of learning lexical features and adding them to the dependency structure
representations.
There are four steps to transform the Penn Treebank constituent bracketing into
CDG annotations. Each will be described in detail in the indicated subsection.
(a) Preprocess the Treebank-type structures to simplify the subsequent steps,
see Section 4.2.1.

(b) Apply headword percolation on sentences annotated with constituent bracketing, see Section 4.2.2.
(c) Develop a rule base to generate need role values for words, see Section

4.2.3.
(d) Generate lexical features for each word from POS, NT and other annotation information, see Section 4.2.4.
An example parse tree of the sentence "The administration 's handling of the
issue disturbs many scientists" is used to demonstrate the effect of each step.
The original parse tree for the sentence from the Penn Treeb.ank is shown in
Figure 4.5. Note this is an alternative of the representation shown in Figure 4.4.

4.2.1

Preprocess The Treebank-style Structures

This preprocessing step consists of several substeps:
Group any maximal sequence of NNP (proper noun) siblings into a proper
noun phrase constituent. For example, (NP(NNP Pierre) (NNP Vinken) )
is grouped into (NP ( N N P Pierre-Vinken) ). This is based on the fact that

names do not typically have a compositional meaning, and so we convert
them to a single token.
Group any maximal sequence of CD (cardinal number) siblings irlto a QP
(quantifier phrase). For example, (QP (CD 9.8) (CD billion) ) is grouped
into (QP (QP 9.8-billion) ). Grouping consecutive CDs ini;o one constituent
enables the application of a subgrammar for numbers, so that we can learn
the statistics concerning numbers in a more efficient and uniform manner.
Group $ QP into a QPMONEY constituent. This simplification is also
based on the purpose of enabling the usage of a subgram:mar and learning
the statistics concerning numbers in a more efficient manner.
Merge NP and (POS 's) into possessive NP. For example, (NN administration) (POS 's) is merged into (NNPOS administration's).
Change (VBZ 's) into (VBZ is) and (RB n't) into (RB not).
Note these preprocessing steps are designed to simplify the remaining steps.
For example, a sequence of NNP siblings generally can be best understood as
a single word since their meaning is based on the entire string of words. The
revised version of the example parse tree after this step is sho~i11in Figure 4.6.
4.2.2

Percolating Headwords

The procedure used to percolate headwords with non-terminals uses a contextfree (CF) rule-based approach that is an enhanced version of the procedure
known as "Magerman & Black Headword Percolation Rules" dtescribed in [30].
For each constituent ( C (C,. . . ) . . . (C,. . . ) ) in the parse tree, a simple set
of rules developed by Magerman and Jelinek [24, 1071 identifies which of the
children C, is the "head-child" of C. For example, in Figure 4.6, NNS should
be identified as the head child of (NP (JJ . . . ) (NNS . . . )), iznd VP should
be identified as the head child of (S (NP

. . . ) (VP . . . ) ) . Head words are

propagated up through the tree, each parent receiving its heacl word from its

head child. This procedure is called percolating headwords. Our rule-based
algorithm consists of three steps:
(a) Decompose a parse tree from the treebank into its context-free constituents,
identified uniquely by the non-terminal and POS labels.
(b) Identify the headword position within each constituent b.ased on the rules.
(c) Recursively fill in the headword position with the headword percolated up
from the leaves of the tree.
Table 4.2 contains the rules used to identify and percolate the headword within
each constituent. Note that the terminal labels have
JNP; while the non-terminal labels have the

'

- prepended to them, as in

prefix, as in "NP. In the rule base,

each row represents a rule for headword percolation that is applied to the nonterminal label in the first column of the row. When that non-terminal appears
in a parse tree, the rule given in the second and third columns is applied. The
second column defines the search direction for each non-terminal. For example,
the direction right is associated with NP indicating that the search should begin
at the right boundary of the constituent

AY.The third column gives a sequence

of regular expressions composed of non-terminal labels and POS tags to match
against possible head child candidates.
Assuming a constituent (C (C1. . . ) . . . (C,

. . . )), search for the head word is

carried as follows:
(a) Find the entry in the rule table that corresponds to the non-terminal label

C;
(b) Search on C1. . . C; . . . C, in the direction defined by the second column of
the entry for C, attempting to match C; with one of the regular expressions
listed in the entry. The first matching Ci will be the headword of the
constituent (C ( C 1 . .. ) . . . (C, . . .)).

Table 4.2
Headword Percolation Rules.
Search Direction
right
right
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Note that the regular expressions listed in an entry are ordered by priority from
left to right; hence, we always try to match the first one, if it fails, then the
second, and so on. For example, to find the head word of an NP constituent, we
begin at the right most position of the constituent and first i,ry to match any
of the items listed between angular parentheses, (-NNP 1 -NNPS
JNS

1-

NX I -CD

1-

NP I J N 1

QP 1 -PRP ( -VBG); then if we fail to get a match, we

use the second regular expression

I -, ( -"

(1-.

(

( -' ( -' (

I

-: -LRB

( -RRB).

This second regular expression will match any constituent that is not in the list
between

and ), in this case, any constituent that is not a punctuation mark.

(1

After headword ~ercolation,the example parse tree is shown in Figure 4.7. For
example, for ('S ( N P ...) (VP ...)) in the sentence, S gets its headword disturbs
from its head child: the TW.

Note that this rule-based algorithm does not pay careful attention to the effect
of punctuation, which can create incorrect percolation in the case of apposition.
For example, in the sentence "Mr.Vinken is chairman of Elsevier N.V., the
Dutch publishing group," the object of the preposition of should be Elsevier

N. V.; however, using the above headword percolation rules of ATP, group will be
identified as the head. Hence, we post-process the parse tree using punctuation
information to repair the headword to be "Elsevier N.V.".

Given the parse tree after headword percolation, the governor role modifiee for
each word in a dependency parse tree is determined to be the headword of
the immediate constituent that it belongs to. For example, as shown in Figure
4.8, the word "The" determines its governor role modifiee as "administration's",
and "administration's" obtains its governor role modifiee as "harldling". Note in
Figure 4.8, the dashed line emanating from each word points to its governor role
modifiee. The resulting dependency parse tree (which we call the governor-only
dependency parse tree) for the example is shown in Figure 4.9.

4.2.3

Generating Need Role Values

The number of need roles varies for different lexical categories. For example, a
tensed verb needs a subject and an object (or particle, or other complements);
a preposition needs an object; a singular noun expects a determiner, and so on.

We use a knowledge-based approach with some rules inherited from our CDG
for the RM corpus and others learned from the governor-only dependency parse
trees. First, the arities of need roles for each lexical category as well as their
syntactic labels are learned from the governor-only dependency parse trees. We
collect the headword of child constituents that are governored by a constituent c
based on whether or not the headword of the constituent c has a certain lexical
category. We then use the rule base to extract need role modifiees of each word
given the governor-only dependency parse trees. For example, the parse tree in
Figure 4.7 will provide the following rules for the rule base:
(a) IN : need : N N

(b) NNPOS : need : DT
(c) NN: need : NNPOS

(d) VBZ: need: NNS
(e) VBZ : need : NN
Based on these rules, we pick up need role modifiees for each word as shown in
Figure 4.9, in which the dashed directed edges represent need role links. Note it
is particularly important to learn need role rules for verbs, since need role rules
for other lexical categories such as nouns and prepositions can be simply inherited from those defined for the Resource Management grammar. This approach
can be further improved using Korhonen's method of automatic extraction of
subcategorization frames for verbs from annotated corpora [115].

4.2.4

Generating Lexical Features

Based on the Resource Management task described in Chapter 2, we have chosen
a similar feature set to characterize lexical attributes for words in the Penn Treebank corpus. The Resource Management feature types are subcat! a g r , case,
vtype (e.g., progressive), mood, gap, i n v e r t e d , voice, behavior (e.g., mass,
count), semtype (semantics), t y p e (e.g., interrogative, relative:), t a k e s d e t , and
conj type. These features can be divided into two categories: a g r , case, vtype,
voice, behavior, and t y p e can be obtained directly from the lnorphological information of a word and its lexical category, and s u b c a t , mood., gap, i n v e r t e d ,
c a s e , semtype, t a k e s d e t , and conjtype are features needed .to represent syntactic structures and semantic relations. Note s u b c a t , sem-type, t a k e s d e t ,
and conj t y p e can be encoded based on word usage and thus their values do
not need to be learned explicitly. Consequently, we extract feakures a g r , case,
vtype, voice, behavior, and t y p e , mood, gap, and i n v e r t e d , and associate
them with words together with syntactic constraints to obtain CDG relations.
Table 4.3 presents a mapping from Penn Treebank POS tags to lexical categories defined in the RM lexicon. Table 4.4 presents the rules t o extract values
of the needed feature types from the dependency parse trees with multiple roles
generated from preceding steps, where SBAR denotes relative clauses, SBA RQ
denotes wh-questions, and SINV denotes sentences with inverted subject and
verb, as defined in [56]. Note some feature values for words with certain lexical
categories (e.g., agr for pronouns, vtype for modal verbs) will be inherited from
the RM lexicon when they are invariant across domains.
After the four-ste p ~rocedure,a constituent bracketed parse tree in the Penn
Treebank can be transformed to a CDG annotated parse tree marked with
syntactic constraints and lexical features. The example Penn Treebank parse
tree is transformed into the CDG annotation shown in Figure 4.10.
This section has described the methodology of transforming the CFG annotated

Table 4.3
The mapping from Penn Treebank POS tags to lexical categories.

I

I

1
1

POS tags
) Lexical c a t c g c 3
CC, IN (when it is a subordinate conj.)
conj
CD
cardinal
DT, W D T
EX, PRP, P P $ , WP, WPZ
pronoun
IN (when i t is not a subordinate conj.)
JJ, JR, .TJS
adj
MD, VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ
verb
NN, NNS. NNPOS, NNSPOS
noun
NNP. NNPS. NNPPOS. NNPSPOS
orooernoun
I
PDT
oredet
I
RB. RBR., RBS.
a d
- , WRB
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Penn Treebank into CDG annotations, which enables generating a training and
testing corpus for a probabilistic CDG language model. In the next two sections,
we describe the proposed model and algorithm for a probabilistic CDG language
model and some preliminary discussion of its implementation.

4.3

Model Description

In this section, we will define the model of a probabilistic CDG (PCDG) parser
and describe the parsing algorithm. The parse

T

of a sentence generated by a

probabilistic CDG parser includes a lexical entry (a lexical category and values
of lexical features valid for this category) and a set of roles assigned role values
for each word. Formally, given a word sequence W and a CIIG parse

T,

the

parser estimates the probability P ( W , T ) , and the most likely parse under the
model is defined as:

To integrate lexical features with dependency constraints, we: developed the
concept of SuperARVs defined in Chapter 3. A SuperARV can be viewed as
a refined POS tag associated with each word, encoding lexical category, lexical
feature values, as well as syntactic roles with label and positional constraints in
a uniform representation. The procedure of parsing a sentence U7 = wlwa . . . w,

Table 4.4
Rules for generating lexical features from dependency parse trees. Note pos(x)
denot'es the position of x, gov(x) denotes the governor role modifiee of x.
, Feature Types

I

Rules for generating t h e value for t h e feature types
dJPOS E {NN, NNP, NNPOS, NNPPOS) then agr=3s
if POS E {NNS, NNPS, NNSPOS, NNPSPOS) then agr=3p
if POS E {PRP, WP, WPZ) then decide agr from the RM lexicon
if POS=PP$ then decide a g r value from the morphological information of the word
i j P O S E {VB, VBG, VBN) then agr=none
i j P O S E {VBD, MD} then agr=all
if POS=VBP then agr=non-3s
ifPOS=VBZ then a&3s
if POS=PRP then decide case value from the RM lexicon
if POS=PP$ then case=possessive
i j P O S = E {NNPOS, NNSPOS, NNPPOS, NNPSPOS) generated
by combining {NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS) with (POS 's) or (POS ')

7

/

case

(
I

then case=possessive

if POS=VBD then vtype=past
if POS=VBG then vtype=progressive
if POS=VBN then vtype=past-participle
iJPOS E {VBP, VBZ) then vtype=present
..
.
POS=MD then determine vtype value from the RM lexicon
( if POS E {VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ, MD):
i j POS=VBN and is governored by a n NP

1 if

WP

1

inverted

o r a n auxiliary verb with base "be"
then voice=passive
otherwise voice=active
if POS E {JJR, RBR) then behavior=comparative
if POS E {JJS, RBS) then behavior=superlative
i j P O S = J J : i J p ~ s ( ~ o v ( w o r dis) )less than pos(word) then behavior=post-modifier
else behavior=normal
if POS=RB then behavior=normal
iJPOS E {DT,PDT} then determine behavior value from the RM le:ricon
i j P O S E {NNS, NNP, NNPS, NNSPOS, NNPPOS, NNPSPOS) then, behavior=count
i f P O S E (NN, NNPOS) then determine behavior manually
if POS E {JJ, J J R , JJS, RB, RBR, RBS) then:
i f t h e word governs a WRB word then type=interrogative
else type=common
iJPOS E {NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, NNPOS, NNSPOS, NNPPOS, NNPSPOS) then:
iJ the word governs a WDT or WPZ word then type=wh
else type=common
i j P O S E {DT, P D T ) then determine t y p e from the RM lexicon
ijPOS=IN and is a preposition then:
if the preposition is governed by a W P
then type=wh else type=common
iJ POS=PRP then type=personal
if POS E {WP, WPZ) then: if the word leads a SBAR constituent
related to an NP t h e n type=relative else type=interrogative
if WORD=that and it leads a SBAR constituent related to a n N P
( then type=relative
) if POS E {VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ, MD) then:
if the verb is within a SBAR constituent then rnood=relative
else zf it is within a SBARQ constituent then mood=wh-question
T h e Penn Treebank uses (NON-TERMINAL (-NONE- *T*-[O-9]+) in the place
where a gap may occur, in a n SEAR or SBARQ constituent.
iJ the complement or adjunct of a verb headword in S B A R or SBARQ
precedes it then gap=yes
And the value of gap
- - is propagated to all other verbs within this const.ituent
through governorment chain.
I if P O S E {VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ, MD) then:
i f t h e verbis the headword of a n S I N V constituent then inverted=yes else inverted=no
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with a probabilistic CDG parser can be viewed as first assigning each word its
SuperARV and then specifying the modifiees of syntactic rolels of each SuperARV by selecting a word in the sentence to satisfy the government, complementation, or expectation dependency constraints. Each word in the sentence has
a set of role slots, which we call a SuperRole, that will be assigned role values
consisting of labels and modifiees pointing to the words within the sentence.
Thus, a parse T for a word sequence W = w l w 2 . .. w, can be broken into a
sequence of SuperARV assignments T = t l t 2 . .. t, and a seclluence of SuperRole assignments denoted as S = sls2. . . s,, so the probability P(W, n)can be
factorized as follows (note the (n

+ l ) t hword is the sentence end, denoted as

se):

where:
W;-l is the word sequence w1 w2 . . . w;-I

'r;-l is the SuperARV assignment sequence tlt2 . . . ti-,

S;-l is the SuperRole assignment sequence sls2 . . . si-1
The parsing algorithm is shown in Figure 4.11. Note that:
An active role refers to an empty slot in a SuperARV that has not yet been
set to an appropriate modifiee.
The queue is used to store all active roles in a partial parse.
The stack entries are generated due to the possible alternative modifiee
assignments, i.e., they store a list of partial parses.
The modifiee of an active role is the word within the sentence selected as
the modifiee of the role.

An active role of a word is a left-directed slot if it expe:cts a modifiee on
the left of the word; and it is a right-directed slot if it expects a modifiee
on the right of the word.
To find the best parse for a word sequence based on dependency statistics, we
execute the parsing procedure in Figure 4.11 as a dynamic programming algorithm to assemble the most probable parse. Note that this algorithm is inspired
by probabilistic chart parsing [116].

4.4

Preliminary Discussion of Implementation

The previous section outlined the PCDG model and parsing algorithm. However, there are some nontrivial implementation issues that must be resolved for
the probabilistic CDG parser:
Application of symmetry between the governor role and need
roles: The synlnletry between governor role and need ro1t:s can be utilized

in searching for modifiees of roles. For example, if word w, is chosen as the
modifiee of governor role of word wj, then for some dependencies (e.g., a
preposition and its object) , a need role of word w;must be specified as the
word wj. Based on this observation, an assignment of a ]-ole modifiee for
one word is not independent from the assignment of the corresponding role
modifiee for the selected modifiee word. Conditional probabilities need to
be further refined in the factorization to reflect this fact. In our initial
plan of implementation, for those symmetric goveruor role and need roles,
once the governor modifiee of the word w; is specified as the word q,
we
will inlnlediately specify the corresponding need role modifiee of the word
wj to be the word w;, with the conditional probability of I.
Pruning: Since the number of parses for a given word prefix Wk grows

exponentially with k [2], pruning is necessary for completing the search
in limited time and space.

There are two common pruning measures:

depth of the stack to store partial parses and the difference between the
score of the top-most hypothesis and the bottom-most hypothesis on the
stack. However, we plan to investigate additional pruning measures that
are supported by our approach. Since we employ binary constraints, forward checking [I171 can be executed between passes in the model, so that
partial parses violating constraints can be discarded in an early stage.

Application of a distance measure and punctuation information:

Collins put distances between dependencies as a variable to be conditioned
on when calculating conditional probabilities of dependencies [30]. He also
generated six heuristic features on dependent words such as: whether they
are adjacent, whether there is a verb between them, and what are the
number and positions of intervening punctuation marks. He hypothesized
that punctuation is extremely useful for identifying phrase structures and
found this heuristic information improved parsing accuracy [30]. However, this heuristic information is similar to hand-wri tten I-ules rather than
automatically learned decision rules. Hence, we will investigate efficicnt
methods of learning and utilizing distance and punctuation information in
our model. Note that distance measures can be tightly integrated into the
role information of SuperARVs, i.e., the UC in the ( R ,L, U C ) tuple of a
SuperARY may be augmented with a distribution of dist arlces between the
position of the word and its role R modifiee.

Smoothing: Integrating distance measures can also have a negative side

effect, i.e., the probability estimation will be even sparser. Smoothing is
very important for this model since our parameter space is much larger
than a standard trigram model. Our initial intuition is t o use an interpolation model to integrate lower-order statistics in smoothing. Interpolation
smoothing methods were described in Chapter 3.

4.5

Evaluation Method

Thc evaluations on our PCDG model include three steps:
(a) Compare our PCDG model with our SuperARV-based language
model: Following the related work of Chelba's structured language model

in speech recognition on the WSJ corpus [2], we will use sections 00-22 for
training and 23-24 for testing. Perplexity and word error rate will be used
as measures of performance of our PCDG model and SuperARV-based
language model.
(b) Evaluate the parsing performance of the PCDG model: To be
consistent with the standard evaluation on the WSJ corpus conducted
by Charniak, Collins, Magerman, and Ratnaparkhi [25, 30, 118, 24, 1081,
we will use the Penn Wall Street Journal treebank with sections 2-21 for
training, section 23 for testing, and section 24 for development (debugging
and tuning). Charniak, Collins, Magerman, and Ratnaparkhi [25, 30, 118,
24, 1081 compare their performance employing the PARSIEVAL measures
of ( labeled-precision, labeled-recall, crossing-brackets ). We will initially
use the attachment score defined by Eisner [119]:
Attachment Score =

number of words correctly attached to their governors
number of words in proposed parse

Lin [I201 proved that this measure penalizes errors in a more precise way
compared t o the PARSEVAL measures for dependency grammar models. The measure of Attachment Score is directly cornparable to Eisner's
work. However, to compare to the PARSEVAL results reported by Charniak, Collins, Magerman, and Ratnaparkhi [25, 30, 118, 24, 1081, we will
transform the parses generated from our PCDG model into bracketed constituents, and then calculate the PARSEVAL result of our model.
(c) Evaluate the language model performance: To compare to Chelba's
structured language model in speech recognition, we will us'e sections 00-22

of the WSJ corpus for training and 23-24 for testing. Again, perplexity
and word error rate will be used as measures of performance.

4.6

Conclusion

This chapter presented the proposal of building a probabilistic CDG language
model. In the literature review section, we briefly described existing probabilistic parsing models. In particular, we compared four probabilistic dependency grammar models most relevant t o our work, and also defined five factors
to compare them. Based on this review, we proposed a probabilistic CDG
language model which uses lexical features and subcategoriza.tion/expectation
constraints of words in parse structure generat ion and word predict ion, as well
as uses distance and punctuation information. The model is proposed t o work
in a left-to-right bottom-up manner so that it can be tightly integrated with a.
speech recognizer. The mathematical definition and a, parsing algorithm were
presented, as well as a discussion of some implementation details. We also
described how to evaluate our model in comparison to the related work.
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Fig. 4.1. A comparison between a PCFG parse tree and a PFG parse tree.

1. procedure Tagging (){
2.
Pr(D):= l
3. tw- 1 : = two: = ( B O S ,BOS)(* begining-of-sentence *)
4.
n: = O
5. :for n f r o m 0 {
6.
choose tw,+l randomly from among all possible tagged words, conditioned on t ~ , -and
~ tw,
7.
P,(D) : = P r ( D ) x P,(tw,+l 1 tw,-l,t.w,)
8.
i f t ~ , += ~( E O S ,EOS) t h e n break(* end-of-sentence *) )}
9.
10.
11. pi-ocedure Parsing (){
12.
for k:=l t o n + l {
13.
(* select the left-child sequence of word k from among existing words *)
14.
for c f r o m 0 {
15.
choose kid(k,-(c 1)) from the set C = {1,2,.. . , kid(k, -c) - 1, EOlr'IDS)
16.
i.e., the choices are the words to the left of kid(k, -c) plus the distinguished symbol EOKIDS
17.
P r ( D ): = P T ( D )x Pr(kid(k,-(c 1)) I C ,twk, t w k i ~ + , - ~ ) )
18.
i f kid(k, -(c 1)) = EOII'IDS t h e n break (* end of the left child sequence *) )
19.
(*sinzilurly select the right-child sequence of word k *)

+

+

20.
21.

+

:(* us above *)
(* no parent is chosen *) ) )

Fig. 4.2. The procedures for generating word-tags and parsing of a sentence in
M:odel D, where twk denotes the pair ( w k ,t k ) ,called a "ta.gged word". Note the
right children of word wk anredenoted as k i d ( k , I.), k i d ( k ,2 ) , . . . , R,EOKIDS; and
the left children of word wr, anredenoted as k i d ( k , -I), k i d ( k , -2), . . . , LEOKIDS,
where ( R ,L ) E O K I D S indicates the farthest end of the right or left child sequence
of word wk.
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Fig. 4.4. An example of parse trees in Penn Treebank.
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Fig. 4.5. An example CFG parse tree for the sentence "The administration 's of
handling the issue disturbs many scientists" in Penn Treebank.
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Fig. 4.6. An example CFG parse tree for the sentence "The administration 's of
handling the issue disturbs many scientists" in Penn Treebank, after preprocessing.
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denotes that the headword is passed from its left child). The prime in S' is added
for discriminating the parent corlstituent disturbs .v S and the child constituent
disturbs S.
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Fig. 4.8. Determining the governor role modifiee for each word in the headword
percolated parse tree. The dashed line emanated from each word points to its
governor role modifiee.
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Fig. 4.10. The parse tree of the example in Figure 4.9 adding lexical features for
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1. procedure Parsing () {
2. Do this until there is no input word left: {
3 , choose word wk and its SuperARkr tk based on the history of words and parse
with probability P ( w ; I W , - l r - l S i - l ) . P ( t i 1 W ~ I V ~ - ~ Z - ~ S , - ~ )
4. /* ... now begins the kth pass ... */
5. for each partial parse generated from the last pass (
add the empty slots of roles of SupeARkr tk into the active role queue of the partial parse
6.
select an active role r of word wj from the queue
7.
if the role slot is the (c l ) t hleft-directed slot for w j ,
8.
and wj's cth left-directed slot is filled by the word at modi f i e e ( j ,-c) .[
9.
pick up a word modifiee(-(c 1 ) ) in the window of 2 0 1 , . . . , ~ ~ , d i f , ~ , : ( j , - ~ )
as the modifiee of the active role r with probability P ( s ; 1 witiWi-1Ti--lSi-l)
10.
}else(
11.
pick up a word modi fiee(c 1) in the window of W m o d i f i e e ( j , c ) .l . . , W,,
as the modifiee of the active role r with probability P ( s ; I ~ ) i t i l V i - l T , - ~ S i - l )}
/* ... this is the end of the k th pass ... */
12.
13
1
14. )
15. )

+

+

+

Fig. 4.11. The parsing algorithm for our probabilistic CDG grammar language
niodel. Note the right-directed slots of word wk are pointed to m o d i f i e e ( k , I ) ,
m o d i f i c e ( k , 2), . . . ; and the left-directed slots of word wk are pointed to
m o d i fi e e ( k , -I), m o d i fi e e ( k , -2), . . . .

5 . Conclusion
5.1

Summary

This thesis concerns the development of a probabilistic Constraint Dependency
Grammar (CDG) language model for speech recognition tasks. We have developed methods to quickly annotate a medium-sized corpus of sentences and
extract high quality C1)Gs. We have also evaluated the qualily of these grammars. Using the corpus of CDG parses, we have constructed and evaluated a
language model that incorporates syntactically and semantically enriched POS
tags. The N-gram language model based on the enriched tags improves the
perplexity and word error rate on the test corpus compared to

it

standard word-

based N-gram language model and an N-gram POS-based language model on
our corpus. Future work focuses on developing a probabilistic CDG language
model that incrementally builds up a hidden dependency parse structure that
uses syntactic and lexical constraints. Partial parse informatioil will be used as
the history of a word to enable the use of long-distance dependency information
for word prediction. The model will tightly integrate tagging with parsing, and
utilize dependency constraints, subcategorization/expectation constraints, and
lexical features of words to generate parse structures. The model will search
the parse space in a left-to-right bottom-up manner so that it ca.n be integrated
directly with a speech recognizer. Additionally, distance measure and purlctuation information will be investigated to refine the modeling of dependency
structures.

5.2

Contributions

This thesis work has considered how to incorporate syntactic, selmantic and domain knowledge into language modeling to improve speech recogilition accuracy.

-
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The main contributions of this thesis work are three fold:

We developed an approach to speed up annotation and efficiently extract
high quality Constraint Dependency Grammars from corpora by learning
grammars from subgrammar expanded sentences. The success of this approach suggests that the method would be effective for developing other
domain-specific CDGs for speech recognition tasks and for intelligently
increasing the size of a training set for developing a high quality probabilistic CDG language model. Also, our learning approach provides an
original attempt to build grammars from corpora that are "just right 7', i.e.,
they include the correct utterance in a focused manner for a domain, thus
can be very useful in a domain-specific speech recognition task.
a

Encouraged by the success of incorporating syntactic info]-mation into language models such as Heeman's POS-based language model [ll]and Joshi
and Srinivas's supertag-based language model [8], we developed an N-gram
language model integrating syntactically enriched and lexicalized POS tags
(which we call SuperARVs) with word information. We found richer histories and better smoothing strategies can improve the performance of the
language model. When using a SuperARV-based trigram language model
to re-score acoustic hypotheses, there was an absolute improvement in
word accuracy of 1.06% and sentence accuracy of 3.65%) on the testing
set compared to a word-based trigram language model, and an absolute
improvement in word accuracy of 0.97% and sentence accuracy of 3.09%
compared to a POS-based trigram language model.

a

We will build a probabilistic CDG language model which can capture longdistance dependencies beyond the N-gram window and use it to further
improve speech recognition accuracy. This work differs from the related
research because we will use additional lexical features and subcategorization/expectation information of words in collecting the dependency statis-

tics that will be used to generate syntactic structures probabilistically.
We hypothesize that by using more lexical information and syntactic constraints, the model can achieve higher parsing accuracy and improve speech
recognition accuracy when integrated with a speech recognizer.
5.3

Thesis Research Outline

To achieve our goals, the proposed research in this document will be accomplished in several stages, as follows:
(a) We will finish the work of transforming the constituent bracketed Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) corpus into a CDG-annotated corpus, including
building and tuning the automatic annotation transformer, as well as
proof-reading randomly selected treebank files from the training sections
of the corpus. Note that we will also proof-read the test s'ect'lons to ensure
their validity.
(b) We will build the probabilistic CDG language model. We will also investigate the importance of lexical features, subcategorizat,ion/expectation
information: and distance and punctuation information for statistically
characterizing dependencies in natural language.
(c) We will compare the perplexity of our SuperARV-based language model
with Srinivas' supertag-based language model [8] on the \,IJSJ corpus. We
will then compare our PCDG language model on the same corpus to our
SuperARV-based language model on perplexity and word. error rate. Finally, we will also evaluate the parsing accuracy and speech recognition
accuracy of our PCDG language model on the WSJ corpus and compare
it t o related work. At the end of the thesis research, we believe we will obtain a clearer view of how to efficiently characterize dependencies between
words in natural language.
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